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INTRODUCTION
I first got to know John and Julia Clifford in October
1975- A few weeks before, I had finally got round to
buying a copy of The Star above the Garter L.P.
featuring duets and solos by Julia Clifford and her
brother Denis Murphy, and decided that it was
certainly the most attractive Irish fiddle music I
had heard - especially when compared with the presentday stereotyped instrumental performance. I wanted to
find out more about Denis and Julia, and their "Kerry
style" music, and so set about finding Julia, who
apparently still lived with her husband John in
London; Denis, I knew, had recently died in Ireland.
Nobody seemed to know where John and Julia lived as
they had been off the London Irish music scene for
some time, but I finally tracked them down to St.
Ignatius's Catholic Social Club, Stamford Hill, where
they played with a drummer to an Irish 'family 1
audience on Saturday and Sunday nights. Much of their
time was spent accompanying singers from the audience
with renditions of Marta, Goodbye from The White Horse
Inn, and Country Western standards, but they fitted in
a few traditional dance tunes when the MC would let
them, and Julia even played an unaccompanied air of
somewhat older vintage than I love you because. . .
Later I visited them at their flat not far from the
club and have since got to know them well. It became
obvious that their music was seriously underrepresented on record: Julia, a world famous champion
fiddle player, could be heard only on The Star above
the Garter and, drowned by fellow-musicians, on one
track of Topic's Paddy in the Smoke; performances by
John, a stalwart of London Irish music since the
19iiOs, had never been issued on record. Their equally
renowned son Billy, a prodigeous flute player, could
be heard on one track of the CCE's 1970 Fleadh record
and no more. Topic readily agreed to remedy the
situation by issuing records as soon as they could
be prepared.
In conversation with the Cliffords I soon found
out about the wealth of music still to be heard in
the Kerry/Cork border area known as Sliabh Luachra
where they were born, and about the dominant
influence of Padraig O'Keefe who taught Julia and
Denis to play. Topic were currently examining BBC
recordings of traditional musicians made in the 1950s
and came across the session recorded by Seamus Ennis
in 1952, when Padraig, Denis and Julia produced some
great trio, duet and solo performances. A reissue of
these recordings seemed the ideal way to open a
series of LPs devoted to the music of Sliabh Luachra,
and so the idea developed.
In July 1976 John and Julia accompanied Hugh Miller,
John Coakley and me on a recording trip to Sliabh
Luachra when numerous recordings for issue later in
the series were made. The opportunity was also taken
to visit Billy and his wife Catherine who now live in
Tipperary Town, and recordings made on this occasion
will be issued on volume four of the series, volumes
Two and Three had already taken shape as The Star of.
Munster Trio ( i . e . John, Julia and Billy) and The
Humours of Li sheen featuring John and Julia.
What follows in this booklet is intended to give
background information on the first three records,
and to serve as a general introduction to the whole
series. This is not an exhaustive and definitive
study. I am not at present able to produce such a
A

study as I have only been involved with the musicians
and their music for a short time. Experts like Seamus
Ennis,Breandan Breathnach and Seamus Mac Mathuna
recognised the significance of Padraig O'Keefe's music
years ago and would no doubt be able to give a much
fuller picture, especially of the local repertoire and
its background in the national context and in relation
to music from other areas of Cork and Kerry. But they
are busy men, and too many record issues have been
held up for want of suitable full descriptive notes.
The music is what really matters, and these records
are not intended primarily to be an element in some
research project; nevertheless it has been possible to
assemble sufficient information to justify the
production of this booklet, and it is hoped that both
academics and general readers will find something of
interest.
Besides, there is another side to the coin. Nowadays
traditional Irish music is heading rapidly towards
standardisation. The development of communications
and the widespread popularity of records, radio and
television are the main causes of this, helped along
(though o f t e n not deliberately) by the Comhaltas
Ceoltoiri Eireann. Most aspiring young musicians are
encouraged to evaluate their performance by national
rather than local standards and to think of "Irish
Music" as a unified phenomenon with a very limited
range of acceptable styles. Much lip-service is paid
to the value of preserving "regional characteristics"
but very little published research appears to have been
directed towards identifying these characteristics and
the attitudes of individual musicians who are still
relatively unaffected by recent national trends. In
this respect the present notes which take a personal
not to say blinkered view of their subject may serve as
an antidote. The main aims here have been to follow
through the careers of Padraig O ' K e e f e , Denis Murphy
and the Cliffords as they are remembered by the people
themselves or those that knew them, and to indicate the
origins of their tunes and of the way in which they
played them.
ABOVE: Family and friends at the house of Mrs. Bridgie
Kelleher (sister of Julia Clifford and Denis Murphy).
Far left: Julia Clifford. Centre with white shirt: Art
O ' K e e f e . Far right: Julia Mary Murphy (Denis's w i f e ) .
Front centre: Denis Murphy. Front right: Billy Clifford.
Lisheen c. 1970.

My main sources of information have been John and
Julia Clifford. John belongs to the latest school of
Irish musicians in the sense that he is well aware of
national developments and has cultivated a wide
knowledge of all aspects of Irish traditional music.
He has a very clear and precise memory and his factual
statements are not clouded by prejudice. Although over
the years he has played music of all kinds in every
situation, he is able to remember which parts of his
repertoire came from which source and period. At
bottom he has no axe to grind on the subject of
recent trends in the music, but he certainly thinks
back to the old times with affection. Julia these
days is rather more concerned with her background in
Sliabh Luachra than John (for reasons which should
become clear) and has more to say about this than
other aspects of her career, the majority of which
has in fact been spent away from the area. She is
not self-conscious and only evaluates her own and
others' performances in simple terms ("great", "not
too good" etc.); in this respect she is much more
typical than John of older Irish musicians I havs
met. Julia generally gives the impression of being
rather an old-fashioned sort of person, still with
her roots in the country. She has a good memory for
specific events, and often recounts these in the form
of a story - a performance like playing a tune on the
fiddle. The words are pared down to the bare essential
and there is little hesitation. I have transcribed
some of what John and Julia have told me and their
words appear as spoken, but have been arranged to fit
with the narrative. Speech hesitations etc.
have been omitted and dots substituted, and missing
words or editorial explanations appear in brackets.
I think the attitudes which come across are genuine and
I have avoided comments which seemed to be prompted by
leading questions or a desire to please. The overall
emphasis on the past would also not be normal.

helped me are Mrs. Bridgie Kelleher (Lisheen, Julia
Clifford's sister), Dan Connell (Knoeknagree), Kathleen
and Bridget Lyons (Scartaglen), Cal O'Keefe (formerly
of Casleisland, Padraig's brother), Art O ' K e e f e (Lisheen),
Timmy Sullivan (Ballydesmond), Jimmy 0'Brien (Killarney),
Dan O ' K e e f e , Maurice Leane, Lucy Farr, Kathleen Murray
and Reg Hall (all London). The latter has also helped a
great deal in his capacity as collector and expert, as
have Tom Munelly (Dublin), Mrs. Ruth 0'Riada (Coolea),
John Coakley (Bantry) and Tony Engle (Topic Records).

SLIABH LUACHRA, "The Mountain of the Rushes" or perhaps
"The Rushy Mountain" is the ancient name for the area
stretching south of the Mullaghareirk Mountains and
surrounding the upper reaches of the River Blackwater.
As far back as anyone can remember it has been notable
for the high concentration of musicians within its
limits. These limits cannot be defined precisely, but
beyond Killarney and Castleisland in the west, Newmarket
and Millstreet in the east, Brosna in the north and the
Derrynasaggart Mountains in the south musicians are said
to be less numerous and playing styles begin to be
d i f f e r e n t . Certainly in the Brosna area we already
encounter musicians who would not regard themselves as
belonging to the same school of playing as those of
Ballydesmond.
I t will be seen that although Denis Murphy and to a
lesser extent Julia Clifford are commonly regarded as
archetypal Kerry musicians, the district from which
they came and whose music they inherited is as much in
Cork as it is in Kerry, although they were both bom
just on the Kerry side of the border. Similarly although
their mentor Padraig O'Keefe was born some distance into
Kerry at Glauntane, his grandmother, mother and uncles,
from whom he originally learned his music, all came from
Doon, near Kishkeam, which is well over the border into
Cork. Hence the continuing need for the term sliabh
Luachra.
Local musicians can still probably be numbered in
For information about Padraig O ' K e e f e I have also
hundreds though their average age is rising as fewer
been helped by his former pupils John Spillane
young people are drawn in. The district is still largely
(Harrow, London), Paddy Connell (Cordal, Castleisland) self-sufficient in its dance music which, rarity of
and indirectly Jack Connell (Ballydesmond). Seamus
rarities, is still played mainly for people to dance to_.
Ennis gave a talk recently in Listowel about his
BELOW: Sliabh Luaehra looking south from Ballydesmond
association with O'Keefe and I have been able to draw churchyard (where Tom Billy and Din Tarrant are buried)
on this by courtesy of the CCE in Dublin who have a
across to the Derrynasaggart Mountains with "The Paps"
tape-recording of it (see also Treoir vol. 2 no. 1
in the centre. The nearest houses are in Ballydesmond
p. 8). others with first-hand experience who have
main street.
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1. WAIVERS &
CLIFFORDS
William Murphy, the father of Julia
Clifford and Denis Murphy, was always called
"Bill the Waiver". Some kind of nickname
was needed as there were so many other
Murphys in the area, and the name passed to
his children later on 5 so that Denis was
quite often called "Denis the Waiver" as if
it were his real name (he used to get
letters addressed to "Mr. Denis Weaver"),
and on our visit to the district in 1976
some people were still referring to "Julia
the Waiver" as a matter of course. The name
had been applied to the family for quite a
while and referred to their former
occupation as linen weavers. Flax was
grown, harvested and stored locally and
julia vaguely remembers seeing the disused
looms at the family house at Lower Lisheen
Cross about half-way along the road between
Knocknagree and Gneevgullia (pronounced
locally "guinea-gwilla"). A neighbour used
to make up suits out of the cloth for sale
locally and Julia remembers being shown a
sheet woven by her grandfather which was
still in use across the road where Johnny
Darby and his sister lived. Bill the
Waiver's father was the last to carry on the
trade and by about 1890 when Bill took over
the family property he had gone over to
small-scale general fanning like most other
people; but he didn't mind people continuing
to use the name as it implied some special
skill and enhanced his social status. He
was well over six feet tall and his main
outdoor pastime was hunting rabbits and
hares. His w i f e , "Mainie" Corbett, was bom
about two miles away on the main Lisheen
road between Quarry Lodge and Lisheen, and
they had nine children.
Bill and Mainie (who was a singer) both
loved music and all the children who
survived infancy learned to play the fiddle,
which was and is by far the most commonly
played instrument in Sliabh Luachra. The
Waivers already had a reputation as a
principal musical family in the district
and Bill himself played the f i f e in an
effortless flowing style. He played
regularly at home and was much in demand at
house-dances and pubs in the neighbourhood
when he often played with his friend John
Mahinney Barnard of Gneevgullia (see SMT
side 2 track 1; HL side 2 track 3). J ulia
rather thinks he picked up more of his
music from older itinerant musicians like
Thaidhgin an Asail (see CRE2 no.38) and
Phil Walsh (CRE2 no.312) than from
within the family. Bill is principally
remembered as the organiser of the Lisheen
fife-and-drum band. Many of the local lads
(mainly from the Gneevgullia rather than
Knocknagree side) were taught in a group
by Bill, who worked out set introductions
6

ABOVE: Back row: Dinny Rourke, Mickey Joe Singleton,
Denis Murphy, John C l i f f o r d , Timry Hickey. Front:
Donal and Jackie Brosnan. Gneevgullia c. 1930and sequences for the marches they played. Most of the regular
members of the band such as Matty and Danny Linehan, Taid K e e f e ,
Con Keefe and Taidy Willy 0 "Connor (who played big drum) are
dead now, and Denis Murphy's old neighbour, Art 0 ' K e e f e of
Lisheen, must be one of the last survivors. He can still play
some of the band arrangements on the tin-whistle complete w i t h
introductions and link-passages. ( A r t 0 ' K e e f e also plays the
fiddle and supplied several tunes for CRE2. Two of his songs
were recorded by seamus Ennis and Brian George for the BBC in
1947 and can be heard in the Sound Library at Cecil Sharp House,
ref. 177/11887.) Julia and Denis learned some of the band
medleys through constant repetition and used to play them over
on the fiddle. The repertoire appears to have been standard
Irish marches like Sean O ' N e i l l ' s March and The Wearing of the
Green interspersed with more local material. The band
performed at local ceremonies and public occasions like
Knocknagree Races, but had ceased to function by about 1930.
Military-style bands were not unusual in the area, however.
Cullen had its fife-and-drum band, and Maurice 0 ' K e e f e ,
The well-known fiddle player (see HL side 2 track 11
and picture on back of sleeve) used to play the trombone in the Kishkeam brass band in his youth.
In later years as he lost his teeth Bill the Waiver went over
to playing the tin whistle and was recorded for the BBC in
1947 playing The Humours of Ennlstymon (Cecil Sharp House r e f .
187/12491); but he was ill at the time and the performance gives
little indication of his real abilities. He died soon afterwards.
Bill's eldest daughter Bridgie took up the concertina at an
early age but gave it up as family responsibilities left her
with little time to play. She married a builder, Con Kelleher
(who died recently) and lives in a house built by her husband
and Denis Murphy on the site of the Waivers' original dwelling,
still a remarkably active and energetic woman of over eighty.
All her children have emigrated (mainly to America) and she
had just returned from a trip to the States when we visited
her. She can still play a few of the old tunes on the concertina
but is more familiar these days with the fiddle which she
began to play at a later stage as her brothers and sisters took
it up (see front cover, Traditional Music No. 5).
Next came another daughter, Nell, who established a pattern
of emigration by leaving for America early in l i f e , originally
to live with an aunt in Portland, Oregon, of all places. She
later settled in New York where her son Andrew Horan still
lives - like Julia's son Billy he is a fine flute player and
as a tall, constantly good-humoured man he reminds people of
his uncle Denis. The next four children Mary, Dan, Taidy and
Hannie also left for New York early in life and the two

survivors, Mary and Hannie, are still there. Mary
originally took up dressmaking in the Lower Lisheen
Cross house after her father and the rest of the
family had moved over to his w i f e ' s family house in
Lisheen proper. Mary was good on the fiddle and Julia
remembers dances at her house as being among the most
enjoyable. After moving to New York she ran an allfemale band for a while: "The Maids of Erin".
Dan was perhaps the first to be regarded as
outstanding as a fiddle player but no sooner had he
established himself than he left for the States. In
New York he played w i t h all the great emigre musicians
of the day, including Paddy Killoran (Sligo) with whom
he had a radio show. Taidy was also highly regarded and
was around long enough for Julia to remember him
playing for the cross-roads "patterns" at Loumanagh
Cross where there was a platform for the musicians. His
pockets always seemed to be bulging w i t h money from
this source.

Hannie followed Taidy and apart from another child
who died very young, Denis, arid about five years after
him, Julia, completed the family. Julia was thus very
much younger than several of her brothers and sisters
and does not remember Dan (whom she did not see again
after he went to the States) at all. Taidy made more
of an impression, however, and helped Denis and her to
pick up the fiddle:
JULIA CLIFFORD: I remember, I was mad for music, and
I was only very small, and Taidy. . .and Denis and
my father in the evening when any bit o 1 work doing turf or hay or something - was finished, they'd
get in the kitchen and start playing music - and the
three o ' them'd be sitting there playing away y'know
and they'd play for about a couple of hours and they'd
leave the fiddles lovely in tune also y'know. And
they'd get up and go away out. . ."rambling" they call
it back there, rambling into next door's house or a
few doors away. . .and o'course I d i d n ' t use to go.
And the very minute they'd go I 'd go for the fiddle,
and m'mother'd say "Put that away or you'll break it"
. . .1 was so small you know! . .But 'twas Taidy that
learned me the first tune - I 'd be craving him to
learn me one.
The Waivers were constantly preoccupied with music and
it is not surprising that Denis and Julia were drawn in
young. Julia regards her father as the greatest
influence on her early development, but there were many,
many other musicians around, and numerous opportunities
for dancing at home and in neighbours' houses, at the
old outdoor "patterns", and in the dancehalls which
were beginning to replace them. These halls were normal
normally large corrugated-iron shacks owned by a local
entrepreneur. There was one at Lacka run by peter Gray,
built adjacent to Lacka crossroads where the patterns
had previously been held - Julia remembers walking
across the fields to it from Lisheen. others were
established in Cullen and Knocknagree but perhaps the
best remembered is Taidy Willie O'Connor's hall in
Gneevgullia. Then as now the "sets" ( i . e . sets of
quadrilles) were by far the most common and popular form
of social dance in the area ( f o r more details see below,
appendix A ) . The better musicians could virtually earn a
living from music, and there was plenty of demand for
fiddle-teachers (though, as elsewhere, people do not
seem to have thought of other instruments as needing to
be "taught"). The influence of a few outstanding fiddle
players of Bill the Waiver's generation is still felt in
the region today. One was Cal Callaghan of Doon, south
of Kishkeam, who operated more on the Cork side and
played at Loumanagh Cross - he doesn't seem to have had
much direct contact with the Waivers. More in evidence
was Din Tarrant of Kingwilliamstown (now Ballydesmond),
universally regarded as a great player of polkas whose
tunes are still used by many local musicians. His
nephews Paddy and Sammy later moved to London where
they became well-known in the dancehalls - Paddy played
with prank Lee's Tara Ceilidh Band. But undoubtedly the
most highly regarded fiddle player in the early part of
this century was Tom Billy Murphy of Kingwilliamstown
(1879 - 19W).
Tom Billy's family were quite well-off and could
afford to support Tom, who was unable to earn a living
by conventional means as he was both lame in one leg and
PICTURES.TOP: Art 0 'Keef e, Lisheen 1976. MIDDLE: Bridgie
Kelleher, Seamus Kelleher ( B r i d g i e ' s youngest son), Mrs.
M a i n i e Murphy (Bill the Waiver's w i f e ) , Lisheen c. 19*45.
BOTTOM: Julia C l i f f o r d with her sisters Mary and Hannie,
and her mother. Lisheen c. 1955.
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blind. The family owned a big house at Clencollins
Upper and Tom lived there all his l i f e , contrary to the
belief in some circles that he was a permanent itinerant.
Despite his disabilities he became a celebrated fiddle
player and occupied, his time by teaching pupils around
the district. His form of transport was a donkey,
already very unusual by this period, and he could rely
on the animal to reach the destination after it had been
shown the way a couple of times. Tom also had the blind
man's Keen sense of hearing and smell and could identify
people at long distances by their footsteps, or houses
along the road by the smell of the smoke from their
chimneys. He seems to have ranged quite widely as, for
instance, he taught Maurice Leane of Annagh near
Castleisland ( f o r more of whom see p.15) and Dan Leary
of Kilcummin near Kilarney, and many more including
Julia's brother Dan. Unable to write music he called
out the notes by name and got the pupil to write them
down. On the evidence of his pupils' present-day
performances, it seems that he did not go in for a
great deal of ornamentation most of the time and was
probably much the same in style as an ordinary
proficient player - the difference perhaps being in his
sweetness of tone (not a common Sliabh Luachra trait)

and breadth of repertoire, coupled with an ability to
teach. He certainly had several extraordinary tunes,
such as the first of the two jigs attributed to him
played by Denis and Julia on SAC (side 1 track 5; see
also CRE2 no. 48). Tom Billy also looms large as a
"character". He had a wide knowledge of politics and
world events and enjoyed sitting in pubs for hours on
end arguing with people. He is buried in Ballydesmond
Churchyard and is remembered with affection by the older
generation for miles around.
Denis Murphy's early efforts on the fiddle did not
arouse much enthusiasm and his experience was limited
to what he could pick up within the family and
informally from others until he was well into his teens.
His earliest really formative period was in partnership
with John Clifford who was about six years younger than
he was and lived about half a. mile nearer Gneevgullia
on the same road as his mother's house. John's family
was also immersed in music: his father (John) played the
j e w ' s harp and was a noted dancer, his brother Tinmy
was good on the mouthorgan, tin whistle and accordeon,
and his sister Eileen (who now lives in Leeds) was a

great singer and step-dancer. ( H i s mother was Ellen
Blake. His other two sisters Molly and Bridget still
live in London and Chelmsford and had already
emigrated to England while John, like Julia the
youngest of the family, was still a child. Another
brother Jimmy still lives in Knocknagree were he was
until recently the village handyman.)
John played the tin-whistle in the Lisheen fife-and
-drum band as a young lad but his speciality became the
"button-key accordeon" which he picked up from his
brother Tim. He started practising seriously and became
quite proficient:
JOHN CLIFFORD: Denis was working over in Co. Cork or
something for a while you know, and he came on
holidays or something. . .1 don't know whether he
heard the music out in the road or not and he came in
and he had the fiddle. . .he couldn't get over it. I
played the reel called The Broom. . .God he was
delighted, he thought "Now I got a companion now and

I got a mate who can play. . ." And then we started.
hey had the musical heritage of both families to draw
on, of course, but during this period seem to have
concentrated on picking up material from gramophone
records:
JOHN CLIFFORD: Every week one of us'd go down to
Killarney. We'd get into D.F.O'Sullivan's or Hilliard's
and get one record. we made up a collection o f ' m .
W e ' d every one that Coleman made. . .Morrison,
Killoran, Paddy Sweeney. . .
The C l i f f o r d s had a gramophone and one of Denis's
sisters brought a "table model" back on a visit from the
States, together with a quantity of Columbia records.
Most of the music they listened to was by Sligo-style
fiddle players whose tricky reels accompanied by piano
T

ABOVE, LEFT: the remains of Julia's mother's house with
the roof of Denis's bungalow behind. RIGHT: John and
Julia outside the house where John was born. July 1976.

ABOVE: Main Street, Ballydesmond, looKing east.
BELOW: Main row of shops, Knockragree, looking
north-east. Both July 1976.
made a striking contrast with the typical local
repertoire and style; they were clearly very attractive
to John and Denis if only because of their novelty. The
new partners practised hard and took on two regular paid
engagements- at Gneevgullia Hall on Sunday afternoons
and at Lacka Hall on Sunday evenings, starting in about
1933. Through this John was able to earn almost as much
as his father, an unskilled farm worker (who got 15/- a
week at the time) and came nearer to being a full-time
professional musician than at any later stage.
He developed into a very good button-box player indeed.
He used a 2-row Hohner instrument tuned in D and D sharp,
and based the melody round the D sharp row, which meant
that all his tunes came out a semitone higher than
concert pitch, the subject of much annoyance to Denis
who had to tune up (and frequently break) the strings of
the fiddle to play with him. John worked most of his
technique out for himself and was one of the first if
not the first in the area to develop a 2-row style of
playing with its greater flexibility and wider range of
possible ornamentation. He probably sounded like the
Dublin accordeonist Michael Grogan whose records he much
admired when they first became available (one was reissued on Folkways FW8821). Even now most of the Sliabh
Luachra accordeonists of John's generation play in a
single-row style and all those I have spoken to remember
John with great admiration. Denis O ' K e e f e , an excellent
single-row player from Rathmore still remembers hearing
John's first broadcast (see Chapter 3)from the Irish
Radio Cork studio 35 years ago, and how much he was
impressed by it.
As John and Denis were getting together, or a little
before, Julia began to show great promise on the fiddle:
JULIA CLIFFORD: There was an old bazaar came into the
village (Knocknagree). Gordon Taylor he was a Scotchman, and he used to put up bazaars for prizes and one
thing and another - a bazaar and concert combined. And
he drew every old man and every old woman that never

went outside the door he drew'm into that hall. He
never charged at the door but sold tickets and gave
out fantastic prizes. He used to book the dancehall.
So anyway. . .there was a competition for music- "go
as you please". Every musician in the townland radius
round the place came in to play - schoolteachers and
everything. And I was there and I was after stealing
into it. My father and mother wouldn't leave me go you know, you're young. . .1 was after stealing away
myself - made an excuse I was going somewhere else and
I landed at the bazaar anyway. So there was a couple of
relations at it and they knew me. And the place was
packed to capacity. They says to me "Julia aren't you
gonna play in the competition?" And I was kinda scared
else they should find out. . .that I was playing in the
competition. I would get told o f f . Anyway they said
never mind, go up and try. It went on for three weeks.
So they put me up on a plank - I was very young now
and I went up to play - the first night. I won it
anyway. I dunno whether I told them at home then or not.
So I went back the next night for the semi-final - there
was an awful lot o f ' m . The prize was big then - I don't
know what it was - £10 I think it was. And I went back
again and d i d n ' t I win again.' The final came up. Everybody was in for it. They were so sure of it they had
booked the drink with the prize down the local village
you know. So I went up - sure to God didn't I win it didn't I win the prize! I won that - gee I was very
young. He (Gordon Taylor) says to me "Will you take
the money or take the clock?" Really and truly I
should've taken the money. And he gave a little speech
afterwards that he just gave it to the person he
thought deserved it, you know. There was nothing
behind the scenes - he just gave it to me on merit
alone. But he says to me quietly, he says " I f you had
a few lessons in music it would be very good for you".
So they were passing along from the concert. My
father and mother was in bed. And before I arrived home
they were knocking at the window saying "Julia won i t J
Julia won it.'" 'Course my father- mad for music - was
delighted. Anyway they decided then to bring in Padraig.
That's how I met Padraig.

2. PADRAIG O'KEEFE
Padraig O ' K e e f e was bom in about 1888 at Glauntane
(or ciauntane), Co. Kerry. His father John o ' K e e f e was
schoolmaster—in-charge of the National School at
Glountane and the family lived in a house across the
road from the school which remained Padraig's home
until his death during the severe winter of January
1963- Glountane is a relatively isolated place about
mid-way between Ballydesmond and Castle island and the
village consists only of a few houses, although the
school was attended by children from a wide area.
Padraig's mother Margaret Callaghan came from Doon (or
Doonasleen) south of Kishkeam, Co. Cork, and she and her
brothers were all musical, doubtless under the influence
of their mother, a fine singer. Margaret is remembered
best as a concertina player but she also ssems to have
played the fiddle as did her famous brother Cal
Callaghan (short for Callaghan 0 ''Callaghan). ''Callaghan"
is now thought of as an influential player of
Tom Billy's generation but this may well be largely
reconstruction based on the fact that there are several
tunes named after him which were popularised in the
district by his nephew Padraig (see notes on KF side 2
track. 5, appendix B). He may have been a travelling
teacher like Tom Billy.
The music of the Callagnans was inherited by the
O'Keefes and all Margaret's children developed some
ability. Mike became a good fiddle player and Abina
well-known on the accordeon, but it was Padraig, the
eldest child, who was outstanding. Presumably under the
influence of his father (who was not musical) Padraig
studied music theory as well as learning dance music
and songs from the Callaghans with whom he used to stay
during his holidays. He went to his father's school
f i r s t , then to Ballydesmond school, and finally trained
as a national school teacher in Dublin. He did not
attend University College as is usually stated but he
may have had some formal lessons on the violin. He seems
to have given up the accordeon and concertina, both of
which he played in his youth, at an early stage.
Probably fairly soon after his return home Padraig
took over as schoolmaster at Glountane and is remembered
as a tolerant, easy-going instructor in contrast with
his father who was very strict. The story goes that
Padraig had a sweetheart whom he intended to marry. She
emigrated to America but provided the money for him to
go and join her. Padraig was torn between his hometies and his intended w i f e ; he finally resolved the
problem by drinking the money. Thereafter his life
became dominated by two activities: playing the fiddle
and regularly consuming Guinness's stout. He never
married and Seamus Ennis tells the following wellknown story:
Padraig called his fiddle "the missus". I asked him
"Why do you call it "the missus?'" and he said " I ' m
not married. That's the only wife I have. I 'm
wedded to her, and a great wi fe too" he says "no
trouble at all. One stroke of the bow across the
belly and she purrs!"
He lost interest in the school and eventually resigned
in anticipation of dismissal. His sister Mrs. Carmody
took over and remained at the school for many years; it
finally closed down in July 1976. The events leading up
to his leaving the school were described by Padraig as
follows, as remembered by Seamus Ennis:
There was one night Padraig was at a spree. . .and it
was a summer night and a lovely sunny morning. About
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half six or seven in the morning Padraig landed
home and he d i d n ' t have to go to school till half
nine. So he walked into Castleisland and want into
a . . .public house and called for a pint of stout.
. . .The local hackneyman, the local taxi, he came
in and he says "Padraig, I 've a man down there
trying to hire my car to go out and inspect your
school" - a school inspector. And Padraig said to
him "Is he a tall thin fellow or is he a small redhaired fellow?" "Oh a small red-haired fellow,
Padraig. Come on till I get you there before - I
told him I 'd another fare before I could bring him
out there. . ." "That small red-haired fellow"
Padraig says "you take him out to my school and ask
him to inspect it, and tell him you saw me and that
I said I hope he finds the school up to
specification." That's how Padraig resigned from
schoolteaching.
According to Julia Clifford, Padraig had left the
school before she first got to know him, which would
have been in the late 1920s. He raised and sold some
stock on the land inherited from his father, and
looked after his mother until her death, acquiring
sufficient skill as a cook and tea-maker for this to
be remarked on. He got a job in the Ministry of Labour
at Tralee but didn't stick at this for long; normally
ABOVE: Padraig 0 ' K e e f e c. 1950

his daily routine was to walk the roads and tracks of
the area, perhaps travelling 20 or 30 miles a day,
calling at the farms and houses where he gave lessons
on the fiddle. For a period he also' taught some pupils
at his own house on Sundays, and was able to earn enough
to cover his needs. By this time Padraig already had the
music of the Callaghans and some formal training to draw
on, and according to Jack Connell, one of his later
pupils, he also studied the fiddle-playing of
"Fitzgerald" of Lacka and of Corney Drew of Drumoltan
near Scartaglen who in turn got his music from "Graddy",
a travelling teacher from Tipperary. Presumably he had
access to printed collections then available, and John
Clifford remembers that he could transcribe tunes from
the records which he and Denis were so taken with. Quite
which factors produced which characteristics in Padraig's
playing we shall probably never know, but the recorded
evidence suggests that he perfected a style which
incorporated all these elements, and would play tunes
emanating from all these sources. In doing so he
introduced a wider range of expression into fiddleplaying than had previously been common in the area. He
seems to have been quite unique. No other player except
possibly D enis Murphy could be confused with him, and he
had his own systems for bowing and use of ornamentation
and an overall interpretation of his tunes, which were
consistent within his own playing but owed little to
precedent. (For a fuller discussion see appendix A . )
Once his pupils had gained some basic proficiency his
lessons became pretty informal, and sometimes he would
stop to write out a new tune, play it over a couple of
times, and move on:
JULIA CLIFFORD: He was always in a hurry. He used to
just write the tune for me in his own code and I 'd
learn it.
TOP: The remains of Padraig O ' K e e f e ' s family house,
Glountane. BOTTOM: Glountane School. Both July 1976This 'code' was a system of what we would now call
tablature which illustrated graphically how a tune was
and with some he would dictate every detail of the
bowing, the only fully described aspect of the
to be played on the fiddle (see p. 22 for an example
and explanation). All the pupils I have met say the
performance in his tablature .But with others, presumably
system was a good quick method of learning tunes which
the more gifted, he was content to pass on the tune and
was easier to understand than written music. Padraig
rely on the pupils' own abilities for the details. This
appears not to have taught conventional staff notation
position was rapidly achieved with Julia C l i f f o r d who
to any of his pupils, a source of regret to some who
became Padraig's favourite pupil. She could already play,
of course, but was barely out of childhood when Padraig
later had to deal with written music in bands, or
simply wished to learn tunes from O'Neill. Julia
began to teach her and so came to maturity completely
Clifford learned to read music after she left Sliabh
under his influence. Her brother Denis, on the other
Luachra, and as a personal aide memo ire writes a
hand, had been playing that much longer , and although
succession of letters to represent the sequence of
he too became a pupil of Padraig's, the effect was
notes, which was a more normal method of recording
arguably less profound (see appendix A). Padraig soon
tunes used by many fiddle teachers. When no music
got to know the Waivers socially and his visits became
manuscript paper was available Padraig would
less and less formal. Questions such as the precise way
improvise by drawing the lines for the tablature
in which a tune should be bowed soon receded into the
background and today Julia is confused about the
using his bow as a ruler. On one famous occasion he
met Denis Murphy who was cutting turf. Denis wanted
Padraig's bowing instructions (again see appendix A ) .
to learn a particuler tune and so Padraig drew lines
Padraig had hundreds of pupils all over Sliabh Luachra
on the turk and marked out the notes. Denis named the
in his time - some in quite remote places around Brosna
tune The Bank of Turf in consequence (but there is
and Mountcollins which are quite a distance from
confusion over which of two tunes it was. Some sources
Glountane. Some of those I have met are good players and
e.g. Treoir vol.5 no. 5 relate the story to a jig
deserve more attention than they have received (perhaps
which is performed by Denis and Julia on SAG as Padraig this may be remedied as the Music from Sliabh Luachra
0 'Keefe 's. More normally it is linked with a three-part series progresses), but I think all would agree that
hornpipe, a version of which, learned from Denis, is
Denis Murphy and. Julia Clifford were Padraig's most
played by Sean Keane on Gusty's Frolics, Claddagh CC17-) gifted pupils, to whom many would add the name Paddy
Padraig's resourcefulness is also shown by his ability
Cronin and possibly that of his brother Johnny, whose
to Eake a temporary string for the fiddle by twisting
family lived about 1i miles from the Waivers. Paddy was
certainly a great pupil. He was recorded for Irish
sewing cotton, and our picture on the front cover
Radio in 19/48 playing The Munster Jig and Tell her I am,
shows how he repaired his bow with a bottle-cork.
l i g ' s teaching varied with the abilities of his
and a copy of this has found its way into the BBC
pupils. In general he insisted on taking the tune
archives and can be heard at Cecil Sharp House ( r e f .
slowly to begin with, concentrating on tone production, 832/21830).
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It is a brilliant performance exhibiting a clear, sweet
record in the field, Denis a teacher in Dublin who
tone, perfect rhythm and complete command of the
became a professor of Gaelic. They had two cars
instrument.Paddy subsequently moved to Boston and he
when few people had one, and used to drive over to
and Johnny have become prominent in Irish music in
Sliabh Luachra loaded up with instruments in search
America; but under the influence of Sligo-style
of people to play them. Through Denis Cronin Seamus
musicians they both now play in a style quite unlike
Ennis heard about Padraig and got to know him after the
that of the 1948 performance and unrelated to O ' K e e f e ' s
War. He learned many of Padraig's tunes (especially the
teaching. Ironically their brother Mick, who lives in
airs) and talked, wrote about and recorded him - we owe
Gneevgullia, still plays the flute in a fine old
all the music on KF to his enterprise. Others such as
country style which owes little to modern recorded
the American Diane Hamilton (on her 1955 field trip
music and is fast disappearing.
with the Clancy Brothers) and, on several occasions,
Even in the early days of his acquaintance with Julia
representatives of Radio Eireann, also made recordings
and Denis, Padraig's daily routine was well established: and in the 1940s and 50s Jack Lyons was benefitting from
a round of visits to pupils aimed at earning enough
a healthy tourist trade attracted by Padraig during the
money to support the evening's relaxation. Most nights
season.
he would be playing at some pub around the district and
Despite his prodigeous consumption of drink Padraig
at this period he played regularly in Lacka Hall on
retained the respect of his friends in Sliabh Luachra
Sunday nights with John C l i f f o r d , Denis Murphy (see p.9) and he is still the single most talked about musical
and another gifted fiddle player who died young, Mick
personality in this highly musical district. His
Buckley. If stranded some distance from home he would
situation may seem curious to outsiders. On the one
knock at a friendly door, as often as not the Waivers':
hand he was a great musician with a keen sense of
JULIA CLIFFORD: He used to knock at everybody's house, humour and kindly manner, very highly educated by the
anybody that knew'm anyway, and there was music most
standards of the area and still looked upon as a fount
places, and any hour of the night they'd leave'm in
of wisdom and a "gentleman" decades after he ceased to
. . .he'd play all night. . .He used to come in to me be a schoolmaster. On the other, his few assets
at night when the pubs closed and I was only a child
gradually dwindled to bare subsistence level - he
and I ' d be in bed. I was really mad on music. . .1
couldn't be trusted with a bicycle or a fiddle of his
used to love to see'm coming. . . I ' d be in bed anyway
own as he would sell them to buy drink. People paid him
but I 'd always get up. I ' d get up out of bed and come
for his lessons at least partly out of charity. "Any
down, and he'd say to me "Julia, I'll write this one
time I ever met'm I always gave'm a few bob" says Julia.
for you now". And he used to play it so well and it
JOHN CLIFFORD: He came from Scartaglen, from Lyons's
just appealed so much to me that he'd play it a couple
where he was always coming from, my gosh 'tis a long
of times over, and I ' d play it a f t e r ' m - without ever
walk, not to him because he walked all his life. He
writing it down. The ear was that quick.
was a fit man although he did booze like. . .It was
JOHN CLIFFORD: And he'd be. . .maybe coming in from
like an accident the way he died because he couldn't
Knocknagree Races say about three o'clock in the
open the gate. He fell over the dry wall and couldn't
morning. Y o u ' d let him stay inside you know. Most
get up and he was nearly frozen to death when they
people then were stuck for extra bedrooms. He wouldn't
found him in the morning. He died of pneumonia in
go anywhere. H e ' d put his two elbows on the table and
St. Catherine's Hospital in Tralee.
rest awhile like that until morning. And I don't
think he'd have a breakfast would he? And he might get BELOW: Julia C l i f f o r d holds the remains of the fiddle
a coupla bob from Denis and he'd go away as far as
kept at Jack Lyons's for Padraig to play, it is now
Gneevgullia and he might collect I suppose two or
damaged and the fingerboard Is m i s s i n g . (July 1976)
three bob more you know - give'em a few tunes, and
that's the way he lived all the whole time.
In later years padraig became the resident "character"
at Jack Lyons's, Scartaglen. He played the fiddle,
discussed politics and other "intellectual" matters,
and told amusing stories of which the following
example, remembered by Seamus Ennis, will suffice
since the impact of this type of gentle humour is
mostly lost in print:
"I was in the front bar" Padraig says "and in came
these people: two men and a woman. And they said
'Padraig, will you play a tune and she'll dance to
i t 1 . And I got the fiddle and started in with.a reel
- Bonny Kate. And then suddenly there was a raid. It
was after hours. The Cards in. And I was playing away
engrossed with Bonny Kate and the girl dancing, and
I wasn't watching out. I played away with my backside
to the counter. 'What's your name' - the Cards. And
she had gone, the dancer, all scattered, all gone like
that. And there was I with my backside to the counter,
flogging Bonny Kate. 7/6d Bonny Kate cost me!"
By the late 1930s people from outside had heard about
Padraig and realised, or perhaps invented, his status
as "the last of the travelling fiddle-masters". Sean
and Denis Cronin of Ballyvourney were probably the first:
Sean was a journalist who used his o f f i c e dictaphone to
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3. MIGRATION
A. The Cliffords in
London and Limerick
In about 1933 Julia the Waiver went to live with her
auntie, a schoolteacher in Falkirk, Scotland, and
began training as a nurse at the local hospital. But
at her age the break from home and music was too
drastic and she returned to Sliabh Luachra after a
short while. She seems to have assumed that she would
have to leave the area eventually and by 1935 she was
in London, working as a maid in a hotel. None of her
family were in London at the time.
JULIA CLIFFORD: When I came to London I came to
nobody, I came to a job. I answered an advert in the
paper and came to a job. I used to go (back home)
very often. I 'd get a f i t , a notion. I 'd save up,
I ' d get the ship and I ' d stick over for three months
then I 'd get fed up with home and I 'd come back
again! I used to play on the top of buses coming
home from the dances, and I 'd hear a new tune some
place, you know, and I was really so keen, and in
case I forgot the tune - we used to go into the
hotel at night - I 'd go into the coal cupboard and
get the fiddle and play the tune inside the coal
cupboard. And the old manageress was very fond of
me you know - Mrs. Roper - and she 'd hear me. . .
"Julia" she says "I just love to hear you play the
fiddle" - and she was an Englishwoman!
What did I do when I came to London? I was
working in hotels, and in my spare time I used to
go around and play in the dances - played for. . .
Tommy Nolan. He had a dancehall in Caledonian Road.
Julia used also to visit Johnny Muldoon's large
dancehall, The Pride of Erin in Tottenham Court Road
( f o r more on Muldoon and London dancehalls see
Traditional Music no. 2).
JULIA CLIFFORD:There was a girl with me in there
when we were not supposed to be really - we had to
be in at a set time. And we stood outside the door
listening to the music. And do you think I could go
away - I was listening to the music inside the room
. . .So with that two fellers came out and they said
"We're going home, would you like our tickets?" see. We took the two tickets and went in. We were
supposed to be in by half past ten, and do you know
what time we walked in in the morning? - 5 or
something! - an all-night dance - stayed there till
5 o'clock in the morning and enjoyed ourselves
immensely, ^hen we were afraid of our l i f e going up
to the porter. And we were trying to coax him to
let us in and not tell us o f f . So we goes into the
local all-night cafe and buys apple tarts for him!
Meanwhile John C l i f f o r d was still plugging away at
Taidy W i l l i e ' s etc. but he too had decided by 1938
that he would follow his elder sisters to London. He
had worked briefly as a tailor before leaving, and
got a job in a Jewish tailor's shop in Shored!ten.
Next he contacted Julia ana fixed up a job as a hotel
porter through her. During this period they both
worked in several hotels round the Bloomsbury Euston area.
JOHN CLIFFORD: I was so fascinated with London and
the sights. . .1 used to love window shopping in
the evening, myself and another mate of mine I
picked up on the way. Them years a half of wallop
- 2id - maybe two of them y o u ' d be happy. We "lived
in and slept out" as we used to say like. . . I

ABOVE: Ted ?, Julia Clifford, Johnny Costello in the
dancehall above Burton's, Cricklewood, c. 1949. The band
also had a pianist and drummer at this time.
used to get £l.?.6d a week and there were two of us
in the room - 5/~ each.
John used to go home frequently and on one extended
visit round about the beginning of the War he decided
to achieve a mark of status by appearing on radio. He
remembers the details w i t h extraordinary clarity.
JOHN CLIFFORD: They advertised in the paper that the
auditions would be held in Cork on so-and-so dates,
so I went for it like. . .Denis came with me like but
one of those things Denis d i d n ' t pass that lot - I did
f i r s t k i c k - o f f . Of the two of us o'course Denis was
the best but there you are. . .There were two of them
there Dr. Vincent O'Brien and Dr. Kiernan - Delia
Murphy's husband. They were doctors not of medicine
but of music. He was a highly intelligent man that
Kiernan - he was B r i t i s h ambassador in Rome during the
War and also in Australia after the War.
The first broadcast I made, you know, I got the
countdown a f t e r a couple of weeks - "You will be
glad hear that you were auditioned successfully, and
we'll let you know and so on" and my God I was
delighted and I did practise hard. . .1 practised like
the blazes altogether t i l l I was called for a
broadcast. . .and I was supposed to get. . .eleven
minutes in a 50 minutes programme. And I got the list
down and a form to fill in. . .'twas the contract form
. . .that they could make a gramophone record of the
performance. . .for broadcasting purposes only from
Radio Eireann. But there were four with me. . .there
was Molly Brennan, she was a contralto singer, Edward
Duckridge, traditional fiddle, and William Boyd, tenor
- t h a t ' s right, there were four of us altogether. They
were from Belfast, I was from Kerry. I was playing
from the Cork studio and they were playing from the
Dublin studio. . .The programme was called "Introductions by Joseph 0'Nei 11" - he was a well-known
tenor on the radio.3o he introduced us and d'you know
they rigged up a speaker for Denis. . .in one of the
waiting rooms;and they were allowed the first of the
programme from Dublin. . .1 could hear it coming
through a speaker in the studio. I ' d two lights - two
bulbs sticking out of the wall. . .one was red and the
other green. . .1 think when one was on you could do
as you liked, listen away; and there was no-one to
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tell you when to start - you had to listen until they
finished. But I could hear him announcing: "All
newcomers to the wireless tonight. We got talent from
one end of Ireland to the other. . ." He read out the
names and what we were able to do and the instruments
as well. . .1 did rehearse well for that and I was
w a i t i n g , w a i t i n g . . .and watching. Denis was listening
outside. And I could hear them saying, y'know "And
now, John C l i f f o r d " . That's all I wanted and out shot
one of the lights: I was to start and off I shot. . .
and I was playing like blazes, I played the Flax in
Bloom - the two reels, then I was going into another
reel when Denis came in and he says: "You're cut out"
- y'know - they overstepped their time - I only got
seven minutes out of the eleven. But he said to me
"I never heard better in my life".
John went on to make three further broadcasts w i t h i n a
short space of time. For one of them he and Denis
cycled to Cork from Lisheen (a distance of over 50
miles). They'd arranged a date w i t h two girls a f t e r the
broadcast. Again Denis was only "along for the ride"
and didn't participate, but he could not be persuaded to
stay in Cork overnight - so the two cycled all the way
back, again.
JOHN CLIFFORD: Denis always had an old made-up bike
and 'twas as tall as himself. . .he used to wear an
old blue mac. And none o'the two of us knew anything
about cycling in towns y'know. And we never knew
anything about signals. . .and there was this big
(policeman) there and he (imitates policeman's hand
signals) and all this lot, and Denis shot round him
like that w i t h his big bike. . .and he did give a
jump at the size of Denis up on the tall bike and me
behind him and my God he made a roar a f t e r him, and
he said "Why d i d n ' t ye give a signal where you were
going with your violin under your arm!" says he.
T
hat's the last I heard o f ' m because we just flew his voice died away. . .in the distance.
Subsequently the Cronins of Ballyvourney exerted some
influence and Denis w i t h Julia (home on holiday) made
the first of a long succession of broadcasts soon
afterwards.
Julia was already playing regularly in some of the
smaller London dancehalls by the beginning of the War.
JOHN CLIFFORD: You know I went w i t h them one n i g h t ,
and I bought a new chromatic accordeon on the never-

never, you know. Francis, Day and Hunters, 19 guineas
- my God it was a fortune then you know - great big
one, powerful. . .When I went out playing w i t h them
there was a piano accordion player, Julia on the
fiddle, another chap drums, and piano. I was lost. . .
d i f f e r e n t pitch. That's how I first started on the
piano accordion, and that's why.
London Irish dancehall music was complex and attractive
to J ohn C l i f f o r d . The majority of musicians were not
what would nowadays be called "traditional" although
most bands managed to recruit a few genuine country
musicians who played mostly by ear. Many of the "fiddle
players" were in fact small-time pit orchestra violinists
with no Irish background, and bands also normally
carried one or more saxophones, double bass, drums,
piano and possibly trumpet - the sax players often
doubled on piccolo (rarely flute) to make the dance
tunes sound more authentic. Music for the standard
traditional dances, largely read from the music in
O'Neill, would be intersperced with sentimental pop
tunes and accompaniments for the resident singers, and
so musicians needed to be able to play fully
chromatically in a number of keys. For this reason the
piano accordion gained great favour as a "ceilidh band"
instrument. I r i s h immigrants were used to the sound of
the squeezebox back home, but this larger variety
could also be played easily in several keys and was
suitable for song-accompaniment e t c . Even if John
Clifford had not made the mistake of buying a wrongly
pitched button accordeon, it is therefore likely that
he would have switched to piano accordion as a matter
of necessity. The complex fully chromatic button
accordeons which Scottish dance bands were beginning
to use at this time do not seem to have caught on with
the Irish. Julia adapted quickly to the new requirements
and is still able to accompany singers in a variety of
keys not normally encountered in dance music.
in 19AO, largely by coincidence, John and Julia both
took jobs in the West Country. Julia worked in a doctor's
house in Bristol and John began to see her more
BELOW:The All-Ireland Social Club Band c. 1952 after
Frank Lee took over as leader. Back row, 1. to r.: ?,
Doug White, Frank Lee, Audrey Nagle. Front row: John .and
Julia Clifford,?Barney Harrington, Mick Nash,TJonnny
Harrington, ?. For an earlier lineup see back of SMT
sleeve. Details of personnel p.26 below.

regularly than at any previous time, despite the fact
that they had lived within minutes of each other most
of their lives. They decided to get married and did so
at the pro-Cathedral, C l i f t o n , in 1941. Returning to
London, John got a job in the Handley-Page factory in
Cricklewood making Halifax bombers, and i t was in
Cricklewood that they were to remain for the next
twelve years. They had two sons in the years immediately
after their marriage: John junior and Billy.
The local Irish community was served by a dancehall
above Burton's at Cricklewood Broadway run by Mick
O ' D e e . He heard about John and Julia and soon had them
playing in the resident band, which was to occupy them
for the next five years. A f t e r the War John moved to
join the band at the All Ireland Social Club at the
Stadium in Oaklands Road, Cricklewood, run by Maurice
Leane, who, by a remarkable coincidence, was a Sliabh
Luachra man who came into the London dancehall world
because he could play the fiddle - he was taught by
Tom Billy Murphy. For most of the period the band was
led by a sax/piccolo player, Mick Nash, but in the early
50s for a period the legendary Frank Lee took over.
(see pictures, pp. 1/4 and 27 and on back of 31T sleeve)
Julia remained "over Burtons" for a further two or three
years and then joined John at the Stadium (see
picture, p. 13). Dancing at the Stadium during this
period was accompanied by two bands: at one end of the
hall was the "ceilidh" band (hence many older band
musicians use "ceilidh" to mean what has come to be
called "traditional" more recently) and at the other
a popular danceband consisting of former members of
Ivy Benson's all-female band,under the leadership of
Betty Jackson. The bands alternated with 20-minute
stints throughout the night - each had its own
vocalist(s) and announcer.
By 1953 the Cliffords were well-settled in Cricklewood
and bought a house in nearby Willesden; but in this
same year they decided to move back to Ireland, more or
less on impulse, it seems. Their links with Lisheen
were unbroken as Julia in particular had made regular
v i s i t s , and in 1950 or 51 she left her son Billy over
there t o - l i v e with her mother. He attended Gneevgullia
School and was taught to play tunes on the whistle by
Ins grandmother - the first was a jig: Hetty 0 'Hady.
When the rest of the family came over they had a hard
time re-adjusting to country l i f e . John in particular
enjoyed the pace of the city and set about organising
as many dances as he could as soon as he reached
Lisheen - he even formed a small band. But work was
scarce and so he felt compelled to to move on to a town.
He chose Newcastle West, Co. Limerick, which was
within easy striking distance-of Sliabh Luachra, and the
family lived there for the next f i v e years while John
worked as an interior decorator - by then his
established "daytime" job. Mrs. Bernie Egan who was
their neighbour in Newcastle (and is now a successful
showband musician in London w i t h her husband John)
remembers that John C l i f f o r d decorated a room in her
house which became a showpiece - people were impressed
and employed John on the strength of it. But generally
times were quite hard and it was not only the C l i f f o r d s
who occasionally found it d i f f i c u l t to make ends meet.
For a time at least, music provided some consolation.
John often dreamt of running his own band and had even
thought of a name which appealed to him, "The Star of
Munster" . Now he was able to realise his ambition and
for about two years the Star of Munster Ceilidh Band
ms one of the most highly rated in Ireland. It was
based on an alliance between two musical families:

the C l i f f o r d s and the Moloneys of Temple giantine near
Newcastle West (see Treolr vol.4 no.5 p.23 for details
of the Moloneys; Paddy Moloney of Devon Road near
Newcastle, who played button accordeon with the
C l i f f o r d s at the Cricklewood Stadium but does not
appear in any of the band photographs reproduced, was
related to this family). The basic regular lineup was
John C l i f f o r d (piano accordion, leader), Julia C l i f f o r d
( f i d d l e ) , Pat Moloney (button accordeon/fiddle), Liam
Moloney ( b a n j o ) , Biddy M oloney ( p i a n o ) , Paddy Murphy
(percussion). Bernie Egan (see above) acted as cashier
and sometimes played the piano. The band played for
dances all over Clare, Galway, Limerick and Kerry;
they had a regular engagement at the Queens Hotel,
Ennis, Co. Clare for a time and as their a b i l i t i e s
became known were offered more prestigeous bookings;
they made two Radio Eireann broadcasts from Dublin.
For these big occasions Noreen Conr.ell, the well-known
pianist of Abbeyfeale near Newcastle West, and Denis
Murphy came in. Billy C l i f f o r d often played whistle w i t h
the band but could not broadcast as he was too young.
John acted as agent and used to tour an area, booking
the dancehalls in advance; but he had no permanent
resources and had to hire transport to convey the band
to outlying places. In the end expentidure began to
exceed income and it appeared that no amount of effort
could reverse the trend; so the band was wound up. It
had been a f u l f i l l i n g experience while it lasted and
its name lived on with the C l i f f o r d s a f t e r they
returned to London in 1958.

Another period of stability lasting ten or eleven
years ensued. John continued to work as a decorator
and handyman while his sons, who had attended college
in Limerick, both became television repair engineers.
John,Julia and Billy (who took up the flute) all played
in the Cricklewood dancehalls which were still operating,
but John soon became aware of a decline in the popularity
of these places and a f t e r he was involved in a road
accident which put him out of action for a time, he
decided not to return and has not played in a major
London dancehall_slnce_.
ABOVE: Julia C l i f f o r d , Eileen Beverly (John C l i f f o r d ' s
neice) and Denis Murphy w i t h J u l i a ' s mother's dog Jess,
John C l i f f o r d jnr. (centre) and Billy C l i f f o r d .
Lisheen, c. 1952.
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Instead, the Cliffords concentrated on the large number
of Irish pubs which vented music over the weekends. This
was the heyday of Irish music in London when great
players like M ichael Gorman, Willie Clancy and Seamus
Ennis could be heard in the pubs. Under their general
Influence a brilliant second generation grew up: Martin
BELOW, TOP: The Star of Munster Trio at a concert at
Cecil Sharp House, London, c. 1965.
BOTTOM: Billy Horan (Denis Murphy's nephew), Julia
Mary Murphy, Denis Murphy. New York, c. 1948.

Byrnes, Bobby Casey, Jimmy Power,
Andy 0 'Boyle, Raymond Roland, Sean 0 '
Shea, Roger Sherlock, the Gorman
brothers and so on. Ex-dancehall
musicians like Paddy Taylor and the
Cliffords, who had "come up by a
different route" entered this arena at
a late stage and took some time to
become integrated into it. The
Cliffords had no trouble finding pubs
to play in but seem to have moved from
job to job more frequently than most they rarely stayed in one place more
than a year. Sometimes all three of
fhem played as "The Star of Munster
Trio", but John was more committed to
it than the other two, and often
Julia and Billy preferred to sit at
home playing away round the kitchen
table - they learned or reminded themselves of quite a few tunes direct
from O'Neill's 1001 Gems, and their
remarkable abilities as duet players
(see SMT) developed during this
period. Julia's solo playing was as
far removed from Sliabh Luachra as
it ever became - she had little
opportunity to play polkas and slides
but could match the best with reels
and jigs at sessions in London. Her
playing was strong but sweet, and
impressed the judges enough at the
Mullingar All Ireland Fleadh (1963)
for her to win first prize in the
senior fiddle competition. The Trio
also achieved several competition
successes and Billy later went on
to win the All Britain and the AllIreland at Listowel in 1970.

B. Denis Murphy in
Kerry and New York
I have been unable to gather much
detailed information about Denis
Murphy's career in time for
publication. As the only son still
left at home, he seems to have taken
over as manager of his mother's
property in Lisheen while Bridgie and
her husband lived in the Lower Lisheen
house. He married Julia Mary Sheehan
during the War; they had no children.
At the end of the War they emigrated
to New York in search of better
living standards. Denis did a variety
of odd jobs and at one time worked on
the staff of the N.Y. Botanical
Gardens as a thatcher. "And if you
don't mind hadn't I someone tending
me; 1 ' he told Julia later, delighted at
having been allotted his own labourer.
Julia Mary worked as a waitress.
Denis played for dances in New
York and recorded at least one session
with other musicians (see POO) It is
d i f f i c u l t to hear details of his playing in these recordings but it seems
likely that he came to full maturity
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during this period. Home again in
Kerry by 1952, he was obviously in
great form when the recordings on KF
were made, and from then on his
reputation as a great fiddle player
and Kerry stylist grew and grew,
outstripping even those of his teacher
and sister.
During the 50s he invested in a
bungalow w i t h all mod. cons, on the
site of his mother's house, which
John Clifford decorated; he continued
to farm the family land. Musically he
formed a close association with
Seamus Ennis, with whom he toured
Ireland, and he encouraged his nephew
Billy's development as a musician. He
must have been especially pleased when
Julia came to live in Ireland again.
In about 1959 he returned to New York,
but came back, to Li sheen for good after
three or four years. The Cliffords
think that he was never really happy in
the States, although he certainly
enjoyed greater affluence as a result:
he ran one of the few cars in the
district in the 60s and with his heavyrimmed spectacles and broad-checked
jacket could almost be mistaken for a
prosperous yank.
None of this had any effect on his
popularity at home. Especially a f t e r
Padraig O ' K e e f e died in 1963 he had
no rival among Sliabh Luachra musicians,
but he was equally esteemed as a bighearted generous man who could keep
the company amused all night with his
conversation and tales: he knew all the
yarns attached to the tunes he played.
He could even be persuaded to perform a

comic song or recitation, the best remembered
being Down our Street. And having had wide
experience of the world at large, he had no great
ambition to become a "figure of national importance".
Others saw to that for him: first of all the Cronins
and Seamus Ennis, then Ciaron Mac Mathuna and others
at Radio Eireann. In the early 60s Sean 0'Riada
moved to West Cork and his interest in traditional
dance music was further stimulated by Denis, whom he
came to regard as the archetypal Irish musician. He
arranged several of his tunes for Ceoltoiri cualann
and even prepared a film about him: The Musician.
The Chieftains, successors of Ceoltoiri Cualann,
still play slides and polkas learned originally from
Denis, and have recorded several of them. Claddagh
Records, also part of this same nexus of cultural
revivalists, issued The Star above the Garter LP
featuring Denis and Julia and involved Denis as
accompanist for Dolly McMahon (Ciaron's w i f e ) on
Claddagh CC3. Even the Comhaltas Ceoltoiri Eireann,
which never had much following in Sliabh Luachra,
paid considerable attention to Denis, partly because
many of the tunes and articles in Treoir were
contributed by Seamus Mac Mathuna who lived in cork
and was a frequent visitor to Lisheen.
LEFT: The opening sequence of Sean O'Riada's film
The Musician, much enlarged
ABOVE LEFT: TOP: Sean 0 'Riada

BOTTOM: A page from one of 0 ' R i a d a ' s books of
manuscript arrangements for performances by
Ceoltoiri Cualann, much reduced. The sequence in which
the musicians play the various parts of the tune is
indicated.
ABOVE RIGHT: A rare picture of the united family.
L. to r. Paddy Moloney (of Devon Road, see text),
Billy C l i f f o r d , Denis Murphy, Julia Clifford, John
Clifford, John's sister Eileen, at John Clifford
junior's wedding, 1967.

C. Recent times
In the last few years the fortunes of the Waivers and
Cliffords have been subject to dramatic changes. Both
Denis and Julia were always highly strung but they both
kept their nerves superbly under control when playing
in public - sometimes when telling a story Denis would
lose control and burst out in f i t s of uncontrollable
high-pitched laughter. Julia began to have more serious
trouble with her nerves in 1968 however, and returned to
Ireland for what was to be a stay of several years
during which she underwent some medical treatment. John
and Billy continued to play at the Sugawm Kitchen,
Dalston, an Irish social and folk music club where they
had started traditional music sessions shortly before.
Billy then got a job in Tipperary Town and moved to
Ireland where he met his wife Catherine, a seasoned
ceilidh band drummer, through the local Comhaltas. They
were married soon afterwards and had a son, Denis, in
1974. Julia had been living in Lisheen but moved over to
Tipperary to be near Billy, and the two played together
with Catherine and other musicians in various local
pubs and clubs. But in 1973 news came that John had
collapsed w i t h a serious attack of bronchitis while
playing with Bobby Casey at the Sugawm Kitchen, and
julia hurried back to London to look after him, even
though she was by no means fully fit herself. John came
as near to death as is possible and spent about a year
in hospital during which Julia visited him every day.
No sooner had John and Julia begun to pick up the
threads in their new flat in Stamford Hill than they
heard what must have been almost the last straw Denis had died. For the previous eight years or thereabouts he had played regularly for the sets at Dan
Cornell's bar, Knocknagree on Fridays and Sundays
along with Johnny Leary (accordeon) and other local
musicians like Mick Duggan (one of Padraig's pupils from
the old days) and Maurice O ' K e e f e . On Sunday 7 April 1974
Art O ' K e e f e came down for a few tunes - he and Denis
played over some of the old Lisheen fife-and-drum band
marches. Dan Connell gave Denis the usual l i f t home and
all seemed well; but half-an-hour later he collapsed.
People felt the same as when Willie Clancy died: the
epitome of everything good in the music of the area
was gone, and could never be replaced.
LEFT, TOP: Catherine, Denis and Billy C l i f f o r d ,
Tipperary Town, July 1976. BOTTOM: Johnny Leary, Dan
Connell, Mick Duggan, Knocknagree, July 1976.
BELOW, LEFT: John C l i f f o r d arguing with someone at the
London Irish Centre, March 1976. RIGHT: Julia C l i f f o r d
playing at Dan Connell's, Knocknagree, July 1976
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APPENDIX A: Repertoire, style & technique
A. THE SLIABH LUACHRA REPERTOIRE
It seems that very little new music is coming into
Sliabh Luachra at present and that the active musicians
are playing much the same material as those of the last
thirty years or so. Most of it is dance music, but
increasingly, as dancing becomes less popular, it is
played simply " f o r listening to" or "for the crack",
though of course there is nothing new about playing
dance music in isolation from dancers. But there is
still a lot of music to be heard in the pubs and
dancing is still much more popular than in other
districts.
A small proportion of the current repertoire has never
been associated with dancing and most musicians know
one or two song airs at least. The fashion for playing
these airs, now given prominence in the "slow air"
sections of all the big competitions, is a relatively
recent one among dance musicians having developed
according to existing evidence only in this century;
and in Sliabh Luachra there is reason to think that
Padraig 0 ' K e e f e was partly resonsible for any popularity
the playing of airs may have. Padraig's repertoire of
airs was much wider than is common in Sliabh Luachra
or anywhere else, and in addition to those played by
him, John Coakley recorded the following from Sliabh
Luachra players in July and August 1976: 'S e fath mo
Chuatha ("The Reason for my Sorrow", Pat M c A u l i f f e ,
Boherboy), Bins in Luachra ("The little Bank of Rushes",
Pat M c A u l i f f e ) , Cath Cheim an Fhia ("The Battle of C . . " ,
Pat McAuliffe), Casadh an Tsugain ("The Twisting of the
Rope", Pat M c A u l i f f e ) , The dark slender Boy (Joe Conway,
Knocknagullane, Rathmore), Sweet Inniscarra, my Home by
the Lee (John Dennehy, Kilee, Farranfore), The green
mossy Banks of the Lee (John Dennehy), The Dawning of
the Day (Mrs. 0 'Riordan, Ballydesmond), The bold
Trainor 0 (Mrs. 0'Riordan, see also HL) w i t h a further
rendering of Kingwllliamstown. In some cases the
performers stated that they learned the tunes from the
singing of others-(usually parents). Other forms of
listening music are also encountered such as Padraig's
Johnny Cope and Tom Billy's The drunken Piper which
Maurice O ' K e e f e plays, but such pieces are rare on
the whole.
The dance music of the region has developed to suit
the type of social dancing which has been popular
since the mid-19th century: the sets. Along with
virtually every other country in Europe the dancing of
sets of quadi-illes became very popular in Ireland about
120 years ago, and country versions are still danced in
many counties, particularly in Munster. But it is in
Sliabh Luachra that the most active dancing is still
found both informally in (a decreasing number of)houses
and pub back-rooms, and more formally in pubs and clubs
where a conscious effort has been made to keep the sets
going, such as Peggy 0'Riordan ! s (Cullen), The Two-Mile
Inn outside Killarney, and Dan Connell's, Knocknagree.
Dan Connell in particular has worked hard to keep up
interest in dancing and the scenes of enthusiasm and
enjoyment in his bar on Fridays and Sundays belie the
fact that interest was certainly flagging until a few
years back. Dan remembers that in pre-war days several
different sets were danced such as the Set of Erin and
the Glnny Ling (no doubt a corruption of Jenny Lind; the
tune known as the Jenny Lind Polka in the south of
England is also common in Sliabh Luachra, though not
under this name), in a d d i t i o n to the basic Polka Set
which people would learn first before progressing to

the more difficult sets. Today the polka set is common
but the rest have all but disappeared, except,
presumably,in c o m p e t i t i o n . (It is interesting that
in Sliabh Luachra the main "institutionalising" force
has been the dance competition sponsors rather
than the CCE who until recently were not much involved
in social dancing in the area.) I have no further
information at present about the the evolution of these
country sets and their descent in form ( i f not execution)
from the Victorian ballroom quadrilles and Lancers. I
hope to have more for inclusion w i t h the later record
in this series to be devoted to Johnny Leary. A polka
set is danced by four couples in a square formation and
consists of a variety of movements by the couples round
the set or across it from one side to the other. The men
stamp rhythmically to the music at various points (and
usually when they reach a certain spot on the floor),
but in the ordinary way any rules there may be about
the precise timing of this "battering" are disregarded.
For confined spaces a "half-set" can be danced by two
couples. The set has six figures: the first four danced
to polkas (one of these is often replaced by a j i g ) ,
the f i f t h called the"slide" danced to a fast single
jig (these tunes are hence always called "slides") and
the sixth to a hornpipe or reel. The whole dance is
executed at a furious pace except perhaps for the
hornpipe, which serves as a respite after the long and
especially fast slide.
The present-day incidence of the various types of
dance tunes in the district is directly related to their
use in the polka set and hence polkas predominate with
j i g s and slides a long way behind in second and third
place, hornpipes fourth, and reels, the dominant rhythm
elsewhere in Ireland, a poor f i f t h . Most musicians only
know a few reels and these are usually very common like
The Mountain Road, Miss Macleod's or My Love she 's in
America. I suspect that the repertoire of reels was
even smaller before gramophones and Padraig O'Keefe
widened the horizon; even simple but more homespun reels
like Anything for John Joe (see SAG) d o n ' t seem to be
all that common. More distinctively local are many of
the slides and jigs as the selections played by Julia
Clifford on HL demonstrate. Many have no names and are
BELOW: A battered picture of Denis Murphy w i t h Jimmy
Doyle of Kilcummin near Killarney. "The long and the
short of Irish music"said Denis when he saw it.
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basic, simple tunes, o f t e n employing gapped scales ;they
are presumably of some antiquity. But most musicians
also play a number of double and single jigs which are
very common, like The Butcher's March, Off she goes and
Merrily kiss the Quaker (otherwise The Quaker's W i f e
etc.) The hornpipes used for the set are played fast
and tend to be well-known ones of simple structure like
Off to California and The Home Brew ( t h i s is very common
in a stripped-down version which renders it hardly
recognisable as the bouncy, schottische-like hornpipe
played by the Cliffords on H L ) . As with English
hornpipes played for stepdancing, these tunes are hardly
distinguishable in rhythm from bouncy reels: the archetype in Knocknagree is The M i l l i n e r ' s Daughter (Denis
Murphy called it Pete Sullivan's)which some call a
hornpipe and others a reel.
The polkas come in three main types: 1. Tunes which
seem to be exclusive to Sliabh Luachra (like those on
KF, SMT, SAG and HL side 2) which make up the majority.
2. Perhaps 10 or 15 per cent which are common elsewhere
(though not necessarily in Ireland). Examples: salmon
Tails down the River, The Rose Tree, Over the Hills to
Glory, Fish and Taters, All the Ways to Galway, Leather
Away the Wattle-0 etc. 3. Perhaps 10 per cent learned
before World War II from gramophone records. Anyone
recording a polka was sure of a ready sale in Sliabh
Luachra, w i t h John McKenna ( f l u t e ) of Leitrim, recorded
in America, perhaps the most successful - his coupling
of Farewell to Whiskey (which he called My Love is but
a Lassie) and The Dark G i r l dressed in blue ( w i t h
James Morrison of Sligo, Columbia 33296F) caught on
in Sliabh Luachra (not least with the Waivers, see SAG)
like Coleman's Bonny Kate/Jenny's Chickens did everywhere else. No particular tunes are associated with the
polka sets and the musicians normally play away until
the dancers f i n i s h the figure and disperse; hence twoand three-part tunes are equally useful. Several
older musicians recorded by John Coakley played one or
two "quadrille polkas" for him, which tended to be
rather more elaborate tunes played a little more
slowly. These presumably hark back to the days when
there was greater variety in the sets performed Coakley was unable to elicit any further information
at the time but the performers' own idea of the
origin and use of these "special" tunes would repay
investigation.
Dan Connell's and the other dance venues intersperse
the sets with a few songs, and with "old-time" ( i . e .
fast) waltzes, and musicians therefore need a f a i r
stock of the latter which they make up entirely of
"popular favourites of yesteryear" ranging from standard
Irish like The Rocks of Bawn to fairly modern international like My Resistance is low. These tunes are
regarded as largely functional and no-one thought of
playing one for us to listen to or record. Barn-Uances,
flings, mazurkas etc. (both the dances and the tunes)
appear to be as rare in Sliabh Luachra as elsewhere.
A few marches have survived from before the War (see
chapter 1 ) .
It is worth mentioning here that there is an uncanny
similarity in the "sound" and structure of many of the
simpler, more old-fashioned fiddle-tunes of Virginia and
North Carolina in the U.S., of the Shetlands, and of
Sliabh Luachra. This would seem to result from parallel
development from similar roots rather than crossf e r t i l i s a t i o n at a later time . Equally puzzling at this
stage is the presence of many actual Scottish or
Scottish-sounding tunes in the area. Did they come from
immigrants or visitors, from printed sources via
teachers or what?
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B. THE REPERTOIRE OF PADRAIG O'KEEFE, DENIS MURPHY AND
THE CLIFFORDS

Padraig, as mentioned previously, was much more
concerned with the content and presentation of his
music than the typical Sliabh Luachra musician and he
spent much more time than most playing just for people
to listen to. All his tunes were therefore worked up
into something worthy of an audience. He obviously went
out of his way to accumulate more intricate reels than
the average dance player would need, and on slower tunes
(like all the hornpipes on KF) his "arrangements"
abandoned strict rhythm and were played slowly to allow
for the runs of extra notes he inserted. In particular
he specialised in song airs and the following ( w i t h
many others no doubt) were in his repertoire:
0 'Donnell's Lament, 0 'Rahilly's Grave, Klngwi 11 Jams town,
An Raibh tu ag an gCarraig ("Have you been at Carrick/
the Rock") 0 'Neill 's Lament, The Blackbird, Taimse i
m'chodladh( "I am asleep and don't wake me"] The r-edhaired Boy, The wounded Hussar and The old Man rocking
the Cradle. He learned many of them originally from his
grandmother and the first three are known only in this
area (the "O'Rahilly" is the celebrated Kerry poet Aogan
O'Rahilly; Klngwi lliamstown is an exile song attributed
to Joe Dineen of Rathmore). The C l i f f o r d s and
others who learned tunes from O ' K e e f e think of many of
them simply as "Padraig's", which is a f a i r indication
of the amount of new material he brought into the
district; and he may well have composed a few tunes.
As far as I can tell, nearly all Denis Murphy's
tunes came from Padraig, with, no doubt, a few
additions gathered in the States, and some very
localised, tunes like "Danny Ab's" slides. He guarded
them all as treasure, and was perhaps guilty of
attaching a spurious local longevity to some tunes
which were only recent importations. The range of
Sliabh Luachra tunes which Julia C l i f f o r d can still
play is somewhat diminished, although her recent
return to the district for a few years reminded her
of much she had forgotten, and when I f i r s t met her
she was carrying round a sheet of tunes written out
in "ABC" form so that she wouldn't forget them again.
On the other hand she has played much more "general
Irish" dance music than Denis in the halls and pubs of
London, and her passive store of tunes is enormous. One
can rely on her to know (though not perhaps perfectly
first time through) all the common reels and jigs, a few
special tunes like Grandfather's Thought and The
Palatine's Daughter which have appealed to her over the
years, and the airs to the common Irish pop songs of the
period up to about 1965- Ironically though, a f t e r
spending a lifetime with this sort of music, she o f t e n
now states a preference for the more distinctive Kerry
tunes (egged on by people like me) and is most frequently
asked to play the airs which she learned from Padraig
O ' K e e f e . Billy C l i f f o r d ' s repertoire, under the
influence of Denis, J ulia and London dancehalls, covers
much the same ground as his mother's although he does
not specialise in airs and only played them for the
competitions which he has now given up.
John C l i f f o r d made a more complete break with Sliabh
Luachra than Julia because he d i d n ' t need to re-learn
the polkas and slides on the piano-accordion and because
for a period at any rate he regarded that type of music
as old hat. Now he plays reels, jigs and hornpipes (he
is something of a specialist in the latter) in about
equal proportions, though it is surprising how many of
these he originally learned from Padraig. He also enjoys
playing old-time waltzes and a few specials like his
"Scotch selection" of well-known tunes from north of

the border which ends with Cock of the North or
rather Chase me Charlie.
C. STYLE AND TECHNIQUE IN SLIABH LUACHRA
There are many pitfalls awaiting those who would
generalise about the styles in which Irish traditional
musicians play. To mention two in particular: there is
the problem of the individual character of each musician's playing which so often contradicts the standard
ideas of "regional style" as to render them meaningless; and there is the problem of setting and context:
a musician may sound rough one day and sweet the next,
loud and brassy on one instrument but diffident on
another, confident with his friends but shy in front
of the microphone, etc. The remarks which follow are
therefore put forward tentatively and, I hope, w i t h
full awareness that they are based only on a fairly
small sample of musicians encountered over a fairly
short period.
Sliabh Luachra, and Kerry in general, have a
reputation for rough music compared w i t h , say, Clare
or Sligo, but there is no real basis for this; there
are rough musicians everywhere. As a general statement it is true that styles are less technically
complex than in some other areas, but this may only
be because the simpler players of other regions do
not get much publicity, or no longer exist in any
number because the acceptable standard sound of a
traditional tune these days is complex and so the
simpler player, whatever his merits, has no audience
or function. There is probably also some truth in
the idea that some aspects of the music of Sliabh
Luachra are at an earlier stage of development than
elsewhere: there are quite a few "melodeon" players
still in action and very few B/C accordeonists in the
Joe BurKe mould; Padraig 0 'Keefe was a much more
sophisticated stylist than his predecessors, but if we
look for the equivalents of 0'Keefe in other regions
we find them several generations ago; gramophone
records made an impact on a few musicians who were
ready for them, but even today the current fashions
on records do not penetrate the region to a great
extent; proportionately the fiddle is still as
common in Sliabh Luachra as it was in the rest of
Ireland in the last century. One could c i t e further
examples, all of which suggest that what we hear in
Sliabh Luachra is a style which is only peculiar to
this region because it has survived longer and in
greater quantity; for distinctive "regional
characteristics" we should concentrate on the
repertoire rather than the style. We can certainly
abandon any rule that the presence of teachers will
lead to greater complexity: most of the fiddle players
we met were "taught" by a more or less professional
teacher, in some cases a very strict one, but what
they learned was the standard range of local dancemusic which would be of practical use.
As we might expect the predominant fiddle style is
rhythmic and direct. The full length of the bow
tends to be used in long strokes to bring out plenty
of volume, but the practice of playing one stroke to
one note is very rare except in very simple polkas.
There is some tendency to adopt the fairly common and
effective technique of changing direction with the bow
on the off-beat in 21k tunes to give it added
emphasis. A general "Irish" quality is imparted by the
use of occasional grace-notes and by the general
tendency to play flat which produces a mournful
quality, especially to tunes already constructed on

gapped scales. One really old-fashioned feature, which
is very rare in modern Irish fiddle music,is the use of
open strings as drones even where this is harmonically
"incorrect" (e.g. E on the D string with open c; C on
the A string with open D, both when playing in the key
of D). On the other hand deliberate chords using the
string above that carrying the melody (e.g. D on the
A string with F sharp on the E string) are virtually
unknown, except, that is, with players who have copied
these features direct from such sources as Michael
Coleman's records; such players are also the only ones
who make any use of "trebling" with the bow or who
insert extra individually-bowed notes which expand or
alter the line of the basic tune. Both the latter
devices are the very lifeblood of the majority of
modern young fiddlers; but you won't hear much of them
in Sliabh Luachra.
Julia Clifford's playing on HL displays many of the
more home-grown characteristics of the district, but she
is a more delicate and sensitive player than average and
her left-hand technique is generally more sophisticated.
Good typical players who seem pretty unaffected by
Padraig 0'Keefe or outside influences would be Dan Leary
(Kilcummin near Killarney)or Maurice O'Keefe (Kishkeam).
Anyone interested in hearing how style and technique
on the Irish button-accordeon have changed over the
years will find "living examples" of most stages in
Sliabh Luachra. At the "early" end of the scale are
players like Tom Conway and Johnny Sullivan ( i n Cullen
on Tuesdays) who play in a very earthy and simple
single-row style with the sweat pouring off them.Players
like Tom's brother joe and Denis O ' K e e f e of Rathmore
represent in their different ways a. refinement of this both play basically on one row but have a lighter,
bounder touch and introduce some grace-notes; Joe plays
a two-row box and occasionally uses the "other" row for
effects. John C l i f f o r d provided an example of the next
stage (see Chapter 1) but now he has abandoned it there
seems to be no-one with a comparable early two-row
style; but there is a good B/C player in Jimmy Doyle who
plays quite a lot of general Irish reels etc. round the
Killarney area and also sounds like a Sliabh Luachra man
on the polkas and slides. Johnny 0'Leary of Gullaun, who
plays in Knocknagree over the weekend is perhaps the
most prominent recent player; but he is rather a law
unto himself. He plays a modern, loud Soprani accordeon
but concentrates almost entirely on the distinctive
Sliabh Luachra repertoire outlined above. A great dance
player, he can introduce either energetic drive or
staccato refinement into his tunes depending on requirements, and his range of decorative e f f e c t s is complex
and mostly non-standard. Of the 50 or so highly-rated
modern accordeonists I have heard in London and Ireland
Johnny 0'Leary is the most original and effective.
There are quite a few whistle players around who don't
seem especially d i s t i n c t i v e stylistically; and the bestknown of the few resident flute players, Mick Cronin of
Gneevgullia, is very much of the old school: his playing
is breathy and jaunty and he tends to overblow all the
notes below bottom G so that overall he actually covers
no more than an octave or so. Other instruments are rare
at present.
Sliabh Luachra players concentrate on the melody: the
fiddlers don't use real chords, the accordeonists hardly
ever use the bass buttons, anc there is little demand
for accompanists on piano, guitar or banjo. I can't
really explain why this should be so when the rest of
Ireland is becoming so sophisticated; but I shall
attempt to find out and report any new information in
21
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ABOVE: A sheet of tunes written out by Padraig O ' K e e f e
in his tablature system, from a large collection of
manuscripts belonging to Paddy Cornell of Cordal. For
another example from Denis Murphy see Treolr vol.2
no .3- To translate the "code": spaces between lines =
strings of the fiddle ( t o p space = E string); 0 = open
string; 1 = apply first finger; 2 = apply second
finger etc.; tick above note(s) = up bow; no tick
above note(s) = down bow; curved line over several
notes = all bowed in same direction; R = repeat.
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This system is not as comprehensive as, say some of
the guitar tuition tablature systems available today,
and would only have been used in conjunction with a
demonstration; thus no attempt is made to indicate
rhythmic emphasis or to differentiate between the
alternative C or C sharp which could be played by the
second finger on the A string, depending on whether the
tune is in D or G. O ' K e e f e ' s writing is remarkably
modern-looking, and he was able to write out tunes
from memory in this form in a matter of minutes.

the notes accompanying later records in this series.
D. PADRAIG O'KEEFE, DENIS MURPHY AND THE CLIFFORDS:
STYLE AND TECHNIQUE

Overall it seems reasonable to view 0 'Keefe 's style and
technique as basically those typical of Sliabh Luachra,
with extra features .added. Thus we find the use of the
"long bow", hardly any trebling as a general decorative
device, some use of open-string drones and (probably)
only one chord in regular use. His wide range of
decorative techniques with the left hand seem entirely
in character with the repertoire, and he passed on
other other ideas to his pupils such as playing in
octaves (normally possible only in c; there are numerous
examples on KF and SAG), retuning the fiddle for
certain tunes (see instructions for Pipe Reel opposite;
this is a fascinating rarity in Ireland and I wonder
where he got the idea from) and tuning the fiddle low to
give a' more responsive tone(KF and SAG are both quite
flat on concert pitch throughout) all of which extended
the music in established directions. He was a champion
of careful, precise and well-pitched playing, and the
consistency on tone and pitch in his own performances is
surprising considering the condition of his usual
fiddles and bows. It is difficult to tell how objective
he was about his music and I don't know whether he
deliberately set out to preserve a distinctive local
quality in his and his pupils' playing; but as it
happens much of what can be heard on KF gives prominence
to features which are unusual for Sliabh Luachra and
distinctively personal, such as the studied elaboration
of the hornpipes and the extended ornamentation of the
airs.'Here he seems to be applying his more general
knowledge of music - "he knew the theory of music inside
out" says Seamus Ennis - and at times the results remind
one of a trained but rather second-rate violinist.
0'Keefe certainly makes much use of varying dynamics,
and although I think it is nonsence to say, as some
experts do, that the use of variation in volume for
"expression" is foreign to Irish music, nevertheless
Padraig's crescendos and diminuendos do sometimes seem
overdone and out-of-character with the music of the
district. Still, at least he didn't attempt to play in
the higher positions and compared with the slushy
vulgarity of much recently recorded air playing,
O'Keefe's settings sound authentic and original.
Several sources agree 'that Padraig liked to instruct
his pupils in bowing technique, and this is the only
aspect of performance which is described in detail in
his tablature system. Seamus Ennis remembers that he
recommended finishing all dance tunes on the up-bow to
give added l i f t . But the- fact remains that Julia
Clifford and Denis Murphy did not develop identical
bowing by any means, and Julia's memory of the subject
is now completely confused:
JULIA CLIFFORD: He used to teach me the bowing. . .
once upon a time. I didn't keep it up, but Denis used
to. D e nis didn't keep the bowing - I was the only one
that had it, but I sort of did it my own way. . .He
did teach me a couple of tunes on the bow like, you
know,(but he normally) just played them the same as
we did.
All we can assume is that a system was available for
those who needed it, but the Waivers were sufficiently
talented as to render such "rote" methods superfluous.
Both Julia and Denis possess(ed) great technical
abilities and we could say that Julia seems to have
picked up the refinement and sweetness in O'Keefe's

style while Denis developed the rhythmic and dynamic
qualities. Looking a little more closely, though, we find
that D e nis's playing is really very much closer to
Padraig's in style and repertoire, and I think the reason
is that Julia was actually taught by Padraig from quite
an early age while Denis came to it rather later and
became more of an imitator. The contrasts in their bowing
tend to support this theory: there is some evidence that,
despite what she says, Julia still plays very much as
Padraig taught her. She tends to play more notes per bowstroke tiian almost anyone else I have seen and always
seems to end on the up-bow. Recently I saw her and another
of O'Keefe's pupils, John Spillane (now of Harrow) playing
together, and their bowing of 0 'Keef e-derived tunes was
almost identical (a rarity indeed among Irish fiddlers).
What Denis did, however, was to use his own bowing to
achieve as close a sound to O ' K e e f e ' s as he could, and in
doing so he actually introduced more bow-strokes (and thus,
incidentally, his superb mastery of rhythm). Denis played
the hornpipes and airs, in particular, in very close
imitation of Padraig (compare F_i sher^1 s__ Ho rnp 1 pe and
^Lamenj on KF and SAG, for instance) to the
extent that they could be mistaken for each other; but
Julia plays"Padraig's settings" rather than 'imitating
every nuance of his performance, and her own more
restrained (and to my mind more tasteful) interpretations
are the result. In any case, of course, Denis had closer
contact with Padraig over a longer period. For a while in
the 60s J ulia moved quite a distance from the Sliabh
Luachra base and, for instance, we hear some trebling
and relatively little open-string drone on 3MT. But
more recently, after her stay in Ireland, the trebling has
gone and the drone is back in continuous use. Her playing
became a little plainer recently: not quite so much
ornamentation and sometimes no vibrato on long notes;
The Bold Trainor 0 on HL displays Julia's re-adoption of
this plainer, more old-fashioned style.
John Clifford at his height must have been one of the
most driving piano accordion players of all time. Not for
him the lightweight ornamental style which is currently
in vogue on the instrument under the influence of such as
Kevin Taylor. Modern players would also do well to note
how he is able to achieve considerable separation between
the notes and thus quite a buoyant rhythm; neither is at
all easy to achieve on this instrument with its soft
springs and heavy single-action bellows. John has also
developed a fair knowledge of the conventional base
harmonies used on the accordion and is a genuine two-hand
player; he tends to keep his fingers on the bass buttons
over several beats, however, in rather the same way as a
pipes player might depress the regulators.
There will be more about Billy C l i f f o r d ' s playing on the
forthcoming record to be devoted to him. He is a very
"modern" sounding player in that his tone is clear and
not especially breathy, ana he employs a great deal of
ornamentation. Recently he has become a much more rhythmic
player than he use.d to be, but although he says his Uncle
Denis was the chief influence on his development, he still
doesn't strike one particularly as a Sliabh Luachra
stylist. But then, flute players are rare in the district
now and we don't really know what Bill the Waiver sounded
like. Billy plays a Radcliffe keyed simple-system flute and
his fingering is thus very accurate and clean cut - not
the first Sliabh Luachra characteristic which spring to
mind. But in any case Billy is a superbly co-ordinated
and controlled player, very little a f f e c t e d by nerves;
even tunes which came directly from Denis take on an
unaccustomed smoothness.

APPENDIX B: Notes on the records
The purpose of these notes is to give
information about the circumstances
in which the recordings were made and
about the tunes recorded. Some details
from the sleeve notes are repeated here
but readers are advised to refer to the
sleeves for such matters as the exact
dates of the recordings and the various
people who made them. Some of the
information given below is incomplete
because this was the situation at the
time of publication; but as mentioned
in the introduction, my main aim has
been to look at the music from the
performers' point of view, and so these
notes concentrate on the recordings and
printed versions of the tunes which are
likely to have influenced the particular
performances we hear on the records.
This means, of course, that information
on the currency of tunes in Sliabh
Luachra is given in some detail, while
their origin and popularity nationally
are only covered in general terms.

heard playing an octave lower than
the conventional range of the tune.
Julia says she normally took the low
part although they "could all do it".
SIDE ONE
1. Polkas: The Top of Maol/The Humours
of Ballydesmond (Trio; octaves)
These polkas are still very common in
Sliabh Luachra. The first is very simple
in structure and is presumably of some
antiquity. Maol Mountain and Maol Bog
are north of Lisheen. The Humours of
Ballydesmond was also performed by Denis
and Julia on SAC as the first of two
"Knocknabower" polkas ( t h i s seems to be
as mis-spelling of Knocknaboul). Denis
called it The little green Cottage when
Breandan Breathnach noted it from him
(see Ceol vol. 2 no. k, p. 100) but this
could be the result of some confusion as
Art 0 ' K e e f e attaches this name to a
slide. The f i r s t two of its three parts
bear a strong resemblance to the wellknown Maggie in the Wood, which is also
found in its familiar two-part form in
the district - Maurice 0 ' K e e f e calls it
K i t t y wants a soldier.

5. Air: O'Donnell's Lament (Padraig)
This song and its air have some
currency in Kerry but apparently not
elsewhere. Padraig probably learned
it from the singing of his grandmother
Mrs. Callaghan. Reproductions of
Padraig's highly ornate version by
Denis are on SAG and Folkways FW8781.
The name in Irish is Caoineadh Ui
Dhomhnalll vfoich Denis usually
rendered as "The Caoin (pronounced
queen) of 0 "Donnell". Hence Denis's
version on the Folkways disc is called,
perhaps a little inexcusably, "The
Queen of 0'Donnell", and this mistake
persisted when the performance was
transcribed for Sing O u t ' s otherwise
totally uninformative obituary of
Denis (Vol.23, no.4, p.23, 1974)

6. Slides: Danny A b ' s (Denis and
Julia; octaves)
JULIA CLIFFORD: Myself and Denis were
very young you know, mad for music. One
Sunday afternoon we were sitting indoors
and up through our old-fashioned yard
through the fields came Danny Ab. And he
came in. . .my father knew'm anyway. He
2. Hornpipes: The Fisherman's/Byrne's
loved tea - he was mad for tea. So he
(Padraig)
started whistling these slides y'know.
The first is a fine example of 0 ' K e e f e ' s So we made tea f o r ' m anyway and the more
more studied style "for listening to"
he was whistling the slides the more we
and it is interesting to hear how he
were making tea. And the two of us sat
manipulates this very common tune. I have there and learned the two slides while
found nothing so far on Byrne's Hornpipe. he was drinking the tea.
Denis plays a reproduction of the f i r s t
Danny Ab was from Tureen Cahill, north
on SAG and of the second on The Lark in
of Lisheen, and his real name may have
the Morning (Tradition TR1004).
been 0 'Keefe as the slides are named
Dan 0 'Keefe 's on SAG where Denis and
3. Reels:Muckross Abbey/Mulvihlll's
Julia also perform them. The second one,
(Denis and Julia)
from Art 0 ' K e e f e , is no. 86 in CRE2.
These are played in unison and in very
fine style. The f i r s t is named after the 7. Jigs: The Frieze Britches/Paudeen
KERRY FIDDLES
well-known local "ancient monument11 near
O ' R a f f e r t y (Julia)
Padraig 0 'Keefe, Denis Murphy, Julia
Killarney but is quite common elsewhere
Both these are well-known. Tne first is
Clifford
under other titles. Mulvlhill's appears
played perhaps a little less frequently
Topic 12T309
to be less generally known.
now than earlier in the century. The
The recordings here were originally made
five- part version is standard ( O ' N e i l l
by Seamus Ennis while employed by the
i|. Hornpipes: Cronln's/The Stack of
1 no.260). Tom Ennis (Chicago) made the
BBC. The session took place in Charlie
Barley (Denis and Julia; octaves)
best known early recordings of it on
Koran's Bar, Castleisland, on 9
The f i r s t i.s usually associated with
the pipes: very early on (Perfect 11162)
September 1952. The party adjourned to
Edward Cronin of Tipperary via O ' N e i l l ,
and in 1921 (Okey 4383). J u l i a ' s version 1
Padraig"s house after the pub closed.
although the tune does not appear in
d i f f e r s sufficiently in detail from
The three had not been together over
O ' N e i l l ' s well-known compilations. A
that in O ' N e i l l to suggest that she got
any length of time for several years:
similar version (in octaves) called
it direct from a Sliabh Luachra source
Denis was only recently back from the
Denis Murphy's by Sean 0 'Shea and Bobby
- she can't remember now. She and John
US and Julia was on a holiday visit.
Casey appears on Paddy in the Smoke
still play it regularly but in a
The photograph on the front of the
setting closer to O ' N e i l l ' s , presumably
(Topic 12T176).
sleeve shows Padraig in the early 1950s,
The ( l i t t l e ) Stack of Barley is
picked up in the dancehalls.
and a shot of Denis's grave in Gneevcommon and Denis and Julia give it a
This is the earliest solo recording
gullia churchyard is on the back. This
similar though slower r e n d i t i o n on SAG.
of Julia so far available and displays
picture was taken looking south and the
a mature composure. Some Sliabh Luachra
'Two Paps' can be seen in the distance.
elements like the continuous use of the
The word 'octaves' appears below when
open G and D strings as drones are more
one of two or three fiddles can be
marked than in 1960s recordings of Julia.

FIDDLES continued.
SIDE TWO
1. Slides: Chase me Charlie/Tom Billy's
Favourite (Trio; octaves)
The first is very common as Cock of the
:.'orth. The Sliabh Luachra name is the
title of one of several songs (some
rather rude) sung to the tune. The title
Tom Billy's Favourite ms no doubt made
up for the occasion and at that time it
ms probably quite rare outside Sliabh
Luachra. Sean 0 'Riada subsequently came
across a three-part version in West
Kerry and incorporated this in his score
for the film of The Playboy of
the Western World (Gael -linn CEF012).
It acquired the name Dingle Regatta and
has since become one of the commonest
jigs in the traditional dance
repertoire of the British Isles.
The settings of both tunes are loaded
with extra notes in between the basic
outline, a sure sign that they had
become often-performed favourites.
2. Reels: Kennedy's Favourite /The Woman
of the House
Kennedy's Favourite was perhaps named
after Kennedy, a travelling fiddler from
whom Bill the Waiver got some tunes.
;enis performs it in similar style on
Gael-Linn CE 11 (78 rpm, now d e l e t e d ) .
Ir.j Woman of the House is common
O ' N e i l l l no. 565). John McKenna (Leitrim,
flute) recorded it in 192WGennet 5549)
but the really influential recording was
Coleman's on Victor (reissued on IRC3327)
ler.is's version is probably based on
this, since the basic treatment is
the same. Denis, or maybe Padraig before
him, abstracted the more robust of the
olecorations, and retained some of the
original bowing (e.g. in the second bar
of the second part) where it suited this
.-..;r.ly rhythmic style of playing. The
core flowery and intrusive grace-notes
have been scrapped. The performance is
interesting to compare with the more
introspective rendition by Bobby
Casey on Paddy in the Smoke (Topic
'76) rtiich also seems to be based
:lscan 's.
•ecorded evidence, Denis played
:.-.:£ superbly controlled 'full
.---^ i:.ii;' style during the period in
:.;rry between Us two trips to America,
ir.a :r.i= i-ri'crcance must be one of the
•cry finest :.-. tbe v.T.ole range of
recorded Irisr. fiddle music. Another
reel on The Lark jr. the Morning (side 1
:ra.ck 8), recoraed ir. 1955, is hardly
_;S3 impressive.
;, Jigs: Apples in Winter/The Maid on
the Green/The Thrush in tre Straw
(Trio; octaves)
All these are quite common. Apples in
__.:'.ter bears only a very general
resemblance to the tune of that name in
0 ' N e i l H ( n o - 300). It is more normally

called The Geese in the Bog but the
tune of that name in O'Neill! is
different again. Our tune appeared
on well-known 78s under such names as
Paddy in London (Ennis and Morrison,
Vocalion 14354, 1922), and Ginger's
Favourite (Cashin and Doyle, HMV
B3271, 1928). The Maid on the Green
follows closely the setting in 0'NeilH
(no. 1114). The Thrush in the Straw
resembles closely the recording by
The Lough Gill Quartet (HMV IM949,
early 1930s) under the name Mist on
the Meadow.

4. Air: The Old Man rocking the
Cradle (Padraig)
Seamus Ennis has made something of a
study of this tune in its various
forms (see Treoir vol.5 no.4 p.2
for a summary). A basic version
appears in 0'Neill2 (no.5/47) and a
fairly plain setting by the Limerick
flute player Paddy Taylor is on
Claddagh CC8. Padraig's version is,
however, almost unrecognisable under
the burdon of ornamentation and
variation. It is a showpiece
featuring the use of a large door-key
which Padraig held between his teeth,
using it to mute the fiddle bridge
intermittently and thus imitate the
baby's cry "mama". The performance,
of dubious taste to my ears anyway, is
rounded o f f with a snatch of the wellKnown slip-jig The Foxhunter.
5. Reels: The Humours of Galtymore/
Callaghan's/The new-mown Meadows
Denis and Julia; octaves)
The first two are also performed, in
different combinations, on SAG where
The Humours of Galtymore is called
The Galtee Rangers under which name it
is no. 201 in CRE2. The interesting
thing is that here the tunes are in G,
making it possible for the complete
'bass' part to be played an octave
down, whereas on SAG (and in CRE2) the
tunes are in D and played in unison.

The melodies are much the same in
each case, but the ornamentation
varies to suit the key and the G
version of Callaghan's is rather
simpler all round than the highly
developed D version, and alters the
line of the tune in the fourth bar
of the second part, sacrificing one
of the distinctive features of the
D version. Both the G and D
performances are polished but it is
most likely that D was standard and
G was only for octave playing, perhaps
on Padraig's suggestion.
Callaghan's is one of three reels
closely associated with Cal Callaghan
of Doon. It is also known as The Doon
Reel (the name used in CRE2, no.270,
from Denis's playing), but this name
may only date from the time when Paddy
Cronin used it for his recording on
the Copley label, when he coupled it
with "The Doon Reel no.2", another of
the three. T]ie latter appears as
Gleann Eoghain in CRE2 (no.154, from
Denis) but it is better Known as The
Celebrated Opera which was the name
used by Padraig. It can also be heared
played by Julia with Con Curtin and
Denis McMahon (both originally from
Brosna) on Paddy in the Smoke under
the name The Chorus Reel. Curtin and
McMahon can also be heard on paddy in
the Smoke playing the third of
Callaghan's reels which appears to
have attracted no other name than
Callaghan's (as in CRE2 no.131, from
Denis Murphy).
The new-mown Meadows is better
known as The Silver Spear or Spire
and is common in many areas. It is
still one of Julia's favourites which
she plays regularly as a solo.
6. Hornpipes: Callaghan's/The Rights
of Man (Padraig)
The first came from Cal Callaghan
(see above and p.7) and appears in
CRE2 (no.308) from D e n i s ' s playing.
The second is more generally
familiar ( 0 ' N e i l H no.811) and Denis
can be heared playing Padraig's
setting on The Lark in the Morning
(side 2 track 9 ) 7. Reels: Johnny when you die/The
Swallow's Tail/Miss MacLeod's
(Trio; octaves)
Johnny when you die is the first
phrase of a song sung to this tune,
and is also played by Denis and Julia
on SAG with another song-tune Anything
for John-Joe. Paddy Killoran and his
Pride of Erin Orchestra recorded a
very similar tune, The Green Meadows
in 1932 (Varsity 7008) and Padraig et
al. may have got it from this source,
though it seems more likely that it
had been in the district much longer
than this - in fact the process may
25

KERRY FIDDLES continued.
have been the reverse since Dan Murphy,
elder brother of Denis and Julia,
played with Paddy Killoran in New York
and may have introduced the tune to
the Pride of Erin Orchestra. The
Swallow's Tall in this setting is
common (see 0 ' N e i l H no.536). This
setting of Miss MacLeod's Reel sounds
like an ironed-out version of Michael
Coleman's recording (US Decca 12085,1936)
reissued on Irish Jigs and Reels
(Ace of Hearts AH56), but a similar
setting also appears in 0'NeilH
(no. 655).

THE STAR OF MUNSTER TRIO
John Clifford, Julia Clifford, Billy
Clifford
Topic 12TS310
The recordings on side one were made by
Reg Hall at E ric and Lucy Farr's house
in Ladywell, south London on 16 August .
19&4. (Lucy is a fiddle player
originally from Galway who has been a
well-known figure on the London scene
for many years. She has always admired
Julia's playing and has learned many
of her tunes.) The recordings were made
with one judiciously placed microphone
and the general sound of the trio which
comes across is quite a good reflection
of reality - the accordion tends to
drown the fiddle but the flute remains
audible ( i t is too prominent on track
two). The Cliffords were playing
regularly as a trio at the time and
were at the height of their powers the photograph on the front of the
sleeve shows them in action at The
Favourite in Kolloway during this
period.
Side two is made up mainly of
recordings made by Hugh Miller and me
at the home of Billy's parents-in-law
at Camus Cross near Cashel, Co.
Tipperary on July 11, 1976, supplemented
by a couple of items recorded by me
at John and Julia's flat in Stamford
Hill, London (see sleeve for full
details). Duets by Julia and Billy
predominate but the final selection of
26

reels by the trio indicates that,
assumed, Knocknaboul is meant, and
despite a lengthy absence from each
the second on SAG as the first of
other, the old co-ordination and much
three "Ballydesmond" polkas. Both
of the drive was still there. John's
are still common in Sliabh Luachra.
absence from most of the tracks is due
The second part of the Ballydesmond
mainly to circumstances: it turned out
Polka is played in several d i f f e r e n t
that very few trio recordings were
settings, sometimes, as here and on
made at Camus, and the duets were so
SAG, with the two 8-bar sections
good that it seemed pointless not to
joined and adapted to form a
make them available. As a general rule
continuous 16-bar strain, sometimes
I have tried to include here music
w i t h the second 8 bars exactly
which the Cliffords particularly
repeating the f i r s t (as in a recent
associate with their "middle period"
rather uninspiring performance by
in the Star of Munster Ceilidh Band
Paddy Cronin on The Rakish Paddy
and the Star of Munster Trio.
(on US Fiddler label).
The photograph on the
This lovely playing by Julia
back of the record sleeve shows
demonstrates the sweet, clean but
the All Ireland Social Club Band in
nevertheless strongly rhythmic
about 1950. Back row, 1. to r.: Bob
style she had developed in the late
Thorpe (drums), Johnny Macauley (vocals) 1950s and 60s, and makes an
Charlie Rose ( p i a n o ) . Front row: Bill
interesting comparison with the
Hornsby (sax/piccolo), Mick Nash(sax/
performances on SAG where Denis
piccolo), Julia C l i f f o r d , John C l i f f o r d . dominates.
SIDE ONE
1. Reels: The Dublin Porter/The Mountain 5. Reels: Boil the Breakfast early/
Lark (Trio)
Bunker Hill (John and Julia)
T
John C l i f f o r d says the f i r s t of these
he C l i f f o r d s got the first of these
came from Padraig 0 'Keefe and the second from Padraig. It is no. 789 in
from "around Li sheen". The Dublin Porter 0'NeilH and a well-known recording
was printed in F.Roche, Collection of
was made by Leo Rowsome in 1937
Airs, Marches and Dance Tunes, vol.1
(HMV BD131^, reissued on Topic
( 1 9 1 1 ) , no.188.
12T259). Bunker Hill (O'Neill! no.
787) was learned in London. It became
2. Jig: The Lark in the Bog ( T r i o )
popular following its appearance on
John says he learned this one before
the influential LP by Paddy Canny,
coming to England from a record by the
P.J.Hayes and Peter 0 'Loughlin
concertina player William J. Mullaly,
( o f the Tulla Ceilidh Band) in the
but I have been unable to trace this
late 1950s. (This is still available
recording so far.
as All Ireland Champions- Violin,
Shamrock/Harp 10.)
3. Reels: The Mountain Road/Paddy
Cronin's (Julia and Billy)
6. Air: The red-haired Boy (Julia)
T
he Mountain Road is one of the few
This is a unique recording. It is
reels to be entrenched in the Sliabh
the earliest available and in many
Luachra repertoire and was frequently
ways the best recording of Julia
performed by Denis Murphy (e.g. on
playing an a i r . Apart from the
Folkways FW8782). T his is curious since
slightly shaky beginning she is in
the tune can be reliably attributed to
full command with accurate intonation
Michael Gorman of Sligo who composed it
and subtle and controlled vibrato.
around 1925, and its general popularity
The setting came from Padraig but
dates from his performance of it in
the interpretation is more restrained
London and on fairly recent recordings
than Padraig's and D e n i s ' s robust
(e.g. Topic EP TOP 89 (now deleted).
and dynamic performances - not that
The Cliffords say Paddy Cronin's was
we can make a direct comparison as
originally one of padraig's and had a
I know of no other recorded versions
d i f f e r e n t name(??Jackson's) but they
of this air from Sliabh Luachra.
remember it from Cronin's performance,
It is possible that the name is a
possibly on a record.
mistake as the air is much more
commonly attached to the song The
dark slender Boy (An Buachaill Caol
U. Polkas: Knocknaboul/Ballydesmond
Dubh) though several other songs
(Julia)
have been attached to i t ; see Petrie,
These names appear in the reverse order
on the record sleeve and label which is Ancient Music of Ireland pp. 19-23.
Julia only played it through once
the result of a mistake by me which was
at the session, unfortunately.
not spotted until a late stage. Julia
had and has no names for these tunes
7. Reels: Lucy's Reel/The Clare Reel
but the first was played by her and
(Julia and Billy)
Denis on SAG as the second of two
The C l i f f o r d s are unsure of the
"Knocknabower" polkas, by which, it is

THE STAR OF MUNSTER TRIO continued.
provenance of these tunes and had no
name for the first one until Lucy Farr
came home from work to find the session
in full swing. The Clare Reel seems to
have come from Padraig as Denis played
a version (see CRE2 no. ^8) which is
the same in the first part but different
in the second. The second part played
by Julia and Billy is, however, only the
first part played an octave higher so
we can perhaps assume that they made it
up to convert a remembered fragment
into a full tune.
8. Hornpipes: Bill Black's/0 'Donovan's
(Trio)
John learned the f i r s t of these, which
is no. 886 in 0'NeilH, around Lisheen,
and it later became a speciality of the
Star of Munster Ceilidh Band.
0 'Donovan's is exactly as it appears in
0 "Neiin (no. 893). John sometimes refers
to it as Byrne ' s and the tune which
appears under that name in O'Neill!
(no. 865) could easily be mistaken for
it, though few of the sequences of notes
are actually identical.
SIDE TWO

1. Jigs: John Mahinney 's No. I/No Name
(Julia and Billy)
Julia learned the first and probably
the second of these from her father's
friend John Mahinney Barnard (see p. 6),
and I have no further information on
them. Johnny Leary's Gullaun Jig (CRE2
no. 18) is obviously closely related to
John Mahinney 's No.!.
2. Hornpipes: Grandfather's Thought/
Madam if you please (Julia and Billy)
These, like Jim Mac 's below, are the
sort of complicated, composed-sounding
hornpipes which appealed to the
Cliffords in the 50s and 60s. They were
learned from Paddy Moloney of Devon
Road with whom they played in Cricklewood, and the second is no. 994 in
O'Neill! .
;. -.--si: No Name (Julia and Billy)
-. :een unable to find out anything
i~----\ :.-.:s reel so far, and Julia
iiaber where she got it. It
:~rs soue resemblance to the universal
Scotcl'. .

Gneevgullia players as we hear it
song, and who the Palatines were
again in Pol Ha 'penny(HC side 2 track see D.O'Sullivan, Songs of the Irish
2) and in the slides on HC side 2
(1960) pp.68-70.
track 5, all of which also came from
Lisheen. For this recording Julia
7. Hornpipe: Jim Mac's (Billy)
was using a fiddle tuned over a tone
John and Julia got to know Jim
below concert pitch.
Mclnerney of Castlemahon when they
lived in Newcastle West. He was a
5. Jigs: Connie the Soldier/The
trained musician and learned tunes
Humours of Glen (Julia and Billy)
(not only dance music) from books.
T
he Cliffords regard both these as
This hornpipe sounds very Victorian"real Lisheen" but the first at least bookish, but Julia says Jim Mac told
is pretty common elsewhere. It was
her he got it from a travelling
recorded by John McKenna and Michael
fiddler from Kerry. She passed it on
Gaffney in 1934 (Decca W4233) and is
to Billy who is the only one of the
no.67 in O'Neill!. John Coakley
three who now remembers it in full.
recorded it in July 1976 from Sonny
Riordan of Gneevgullia who called it
8. Jig: Cherish the Ladies (Julia
The Slopes of Sllabh Luachra out this
and Billy)
could be a mistake as Denis Murphy et This was common round Lisheen, though
al. consistently used this name for
possibly only since the recordings by
another jig (see Treoir Vol.5 no.3).
Paddy Killoran and his Pride of Erin
John Clifford originally had no name
Orchestra (Varsity 7008, 1932) and
for the second jig and has called it
Michael Coleman ( I r i s h Decca W4040,
The Humours of Glen since it was
1935) became available. I t is no.29
identified as such by a friend in the in 0 'Neilll.
1950s. This was probably a mistake as
this is not the tune which appears
9. Hornpipe: The HarleQuin (Julia
under the name in O'Neill! or the
and Billy)
well-known piece from Willie Clancy
This came from Padraig and I have
discussed in Ceol vol.4,no.1, p.22.
found no other references to it.
Denis Murphy used to play the tune as
The Cullen Jig ( Port Culllin ui
10. Reels: The old Bush/Within a
Chaoimh, see Treoir vol.6, no.3)
Mile of Dublin ( T r i o )
The Cliffords learned the f i r s t of
6. Air: The Palatine's Daughter
these in London, no doubt directly or
(John and Julia)
indirectly from the Canny/Hayes/
This is quite a well-known song in
0'Loughlin LP mentioned above. It had
Munster. John and Julia first heard
previously been recorded by Gerry
it from their schoolmaster in
Moloney and Tommy Whyte of the
Gneevgullia, Dfarmuid Cronin, who
Ballinakill Band in 1930 (Parlophone
sang a macaronic version. Years later E3722). Within a Mile of Dublin was
in London they could only remember
learned at an earlier stage and is
parts of it so obtained the music from no. 730 in O'Neill!. It was recorded,
Walton's music shop in Dublin and
though not under this name, by the
re-learned it. They used to play the
Scots accordeonists Peter Wyper (Regal
tune in a medley with other songs such G6964, c.1906) and James Brown
as Will you come to the Bower? For a
(Zonophone 1150, 1912) and by George
text, background information on the
Halpin ( f i d d l e ) on Columbia 33216F(20s)
LEFT: The Cliffords with Mick Nash and
Charlie Rose. RIGHT: John C l i f f o r d , Betty
Jackson, Mick Nash. Both at AISC c. 1950.

4- Set oar.;;: ;>;3leon's Retreat (Julia)
This is one of tr.e few set dance tunes
still heard occasionally round London.
I t appears as B:r.a;=rte's Retreat in
C ' N e i i n ( n c . ;-:•.. =r.z ir.is version is
performed by Jimmy Power (fiddle) on
Irish Dances (Bounty BY 60 40). Julia's
setting is rather different and came
from "around Li sheen" - the style, with
its frequent slides up to the notes and
general mournfulness may have been
characteristic of older Lisheen and
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THE HUMOURS OF LISHEEN
John and Julia C l i f f o r d
Topic 12TS311
Side One was recorded at Reg Hall's
house, Croydon, on 17 January 1976
w i t h Reg on piano.Unlike most other
present-day musicians the Cliffords
have tended not to rely much on
accompanists ( I encountered no pianists
nor, mercifully, guitarists in Sliabh
Luachra) so the piano is perhaps a
little foreign to their music. But it
is interesting to contrast these
performances with their unaccompanied
tunes and with other recordings made
under exactly similar conditions
with Reg Hall on piano (e.g. Martin
Byrnes, Leader LEA 2004 or Seamus
Tansey, Leader LEA 2005). The piano
here is certainly expertly unobtrusive
and adds bounce to the C l i f f o r d s '
rather fluid playing - the experience
reminded them of London dancehall days.
A Revox tape recorder and Calrec
microphones produced rich, fullsounding recordings which are, as it
happens, a little less true to l i f e
than the field recordings by me using
Uher/AKG equipment which make up side
two (see sleeve for full details).
Again the preponderance of solos by
Julia is largely accidental - she was
available to record more often and
produced such a wealth of unusual
and interesting tunes (frequently
prompted by John's good memory) that
a record devoted to the music they
learned in Sliabh Luachra suggested
itself.
SIDE ONE (Reg Hall plays piano on all
tracks except no. 5)
1. Jigs: The Humours of Li sheen/Art
0 ' K e e f e ' s (Julia)
Julia learned these as a girl and they
both appear to be local Li sheen tunes.
She imagines she must be one of the only
people to play the second one - it was
one of Tom Billy's which Art O ' K e e f e
picked up and then gave to Julia, but
Denis and the rest d i d n ' t bother to
learn i t .
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2. Polkas: The blue Riband/Merry
Girl (John and Julia)
These are two of the few polkas which
John has remembered over the years.
He learned the first from Dan Leary,
one of Tom Billy's pupils who now
plays regularly with one of the bestknown "modern" Sliabh Luachra
accordeonists, Jimmy Doyle. Dan got it
from the recording by Mike Hanafin
(of calianafersy nr. Killorglin,Co.Kerry)
and Danny Moroney on Columbia 3320F«
Merry Girl almost certainly came from
the recording by John McKenna and
Michael Gaffney ( I r i s h Decca W4188,
1934)- The title Up and away appears
on the record sleeve and label but
this is a deliberate mistake to
confuse discographers of the future!
McKenna and Gaffney recorded Up and
Away on the 1934 disc with Merry Girl
and Tony Engle and I had become
familiar with the medley through
its re-issue on Folkways FW8821. We
got the titles mixed and only noticed
this at the last minute.
3. Hornpipe: The Frisco (John and
Julia)
Like The Harlequin on SMT this came
from Padraig and I have found no other
information about it. Denis Murphy and
Johnny Leary were also still playing
it recently.
4. J i g : Biddy Crowley's Ball (Julia)
Julia learned this from her father and
had no name for it. Our name comes
from the flute player Mick Cronin of
Gneevgullia (Paddy Cronin's brother)
who played it for John Coakley in
August 1976. The tune is generally
quite similar to the Scottish country
dance tune I lost my love and I care
not which the McCusker Brothers
(Armagh) recorded on HMV BD1325( 1954).
5. Air: The bold Tralnor 0/Slide:
No Name (Julia)
Julia learned this a i r from the singing
of her mother and does not associate it
with Padraig. O ' N e i l l gives a version
in Waifs and Strays of Irish Melody
(1922) p. 41 and D.J.O 'Sullivan, The
Bunting Collection of Irish Folk Music
and Songs pt.4 (Journal of the Irish
Folksong Society, vol.26 (1932), p.5)
also prints it in association with the
song Uilleagan Dubh 0 and gives lengthy
notes. The air is perhaps most commonly
found attached to the Napoleonic ballad
The Green Linnet. Julia's performance,
as one might expect, follows the tune
rather more closely than some of
Padraig's more complex arrangements.
A transcript of this slide appears in
Treoir vol.3 no.1 p.12 ( t o p ) and it is
•one of Julia's favourites.

6. Reels: Tap the Barrel/Jenny
tie the Bonnet (John and Julia)
T
he C l i f f o r d s say they got Tap the
Barrel from the Moloneys of
Temple giantine and it is the only
one of Julia's tunes to appear in
CRE2 (no.226). This version is
very similar to Rolling in the Barrel
on the Canny/Hayes/O'Loughlin LP.
Jenny tie the Bonnet or more
normally Tie the Bonnet was recorded
by The Four Provinces Orchestra
(0'Byrne de W i t t 39034 c.1924) and
another version appears as O'Neilll
no.606.
7. J i g : Cailin an Ti Mhoir (Julia)
This j i g , usually called The
Housekeeper in English, is apparently
a Munster tune with a long history;
Breandan Breathnach, who recorded it
from Denis Murphy, includes it in
CRE2 as no.40. It seems likely that
the Waivers' version came from Tom
Billy as, for instance, the
characteristic rapid notes linking
the end of the second part with the
re-commenced first part follow the
same pattern as those linking the
second and third parts of the wellknown jig from Tom Billy transcribed
as no.48 in CRE2 and played by Denis
and Julia on SAG.
8. Polka: No Name (John and Julia)
This has perhaps become a little less
common than it was when John used to
play it round Gneevgullia and Ballydesmond. John Coakley recorded it
from Joe Conway, a great old-style
accordeon player from Knocknagullane
near Rathmore. He calls it the Spailpin
Fanach which is also the name of a
well-known song.
9. Hornpipes: Freddy Klmmel's/The
Home Brew (John and Julia)
T
he Cliffords originally learned
both these from Padraig. The naming
of the first one is curious: they
say it must have come from a record
by "Freddy Kimmel", by whom they
must mean John Kimmel (accordeon) of
Brooklyn who recorded prolifically
in the early years of the century;
but Reg Hall possesses or knows of
virtually his whole output and this
hornpipe does not appear in it.
Sonny Riordan of Tureen Cahill
( f i d d l e ) , another pupil of Padraig's,
was recorded by John Coakley playing
this same combination of tunes and
he called the f i r s t Delahaunty's. The
Home Brew is very common in and out
of Sliabh Luachra and was first
recorded by Frank Quinn ( f i d d l e ) on
Columbia 33003F in about 1925- John
and Julia still play it frequently.

ABOVE: Dan Leary, Julia and John
C l i f f o r d , Jimmy 0'Bri en in O'Brien's
Bar, Killarney, July 1976
THE HUMOURS OF LI SHEEN continued.
SIDE TWO

1. Polka: Padraig 0 'Keefe 's (Julia)
Appropriately recorded at Padraig's
old haunt, jack Lyons's, Scartaglen,
the name of this tune was made up for
this occasion. The extra beat at the end
of the first part suggests that it
would not normally have been used for
polka sets, and John Clifford remembers
trying to play it for this purpose with
disastrous results.lt sounds like a
Victorian composed piece of the sort
which caught on in the rural south of
England via the old village bands and
string ensembles.
2. Hornpipe: Pol Ha'penny (John and
Julia)
A version of this appears as a set dance
tune i n O ' N e i l l l (no.983) but the
Cliffords, who learned it in Lisheen,
play it as a regular hornpipe, often in
conjunction with other tunes. A rather
different version under the name Molly
McAlpine was recorded by the Four
Provinces Orchestra in 192i) (Vocalion
14931).
3. Jigs: John Mahinney's No.2/The Ducks
and the Oats (Julia)
The first of these is one of the many
variants of Brian 0 'Lynn but is
sufficiently different from printed and
recorded versions to convince one that
it does not derive from them. The second
seems to be quite a well-known tune too,
but I have not so far traced an obvious
source or more usual name. This name was
invented by Johnny Darby, Bill the
Waiver's neighbour in Lisheen. John
Coakley recorded it from Jack Cornell
of Ballydesmond who calls it The Maid
of the Mountains.
4« Polka: I looked east and I looked
west (Julia)
Julia learned this in Lisheen and had
no name for it. Maurice 0 ' K e e f e gave it
this name when he played it for John
Coakley in July 1976.
5 . Slides: No Name/The worn torn
Petticoat (Julia)
Julia says Padraig took the second of

what are called the "Ballydesmond"
Pclkas on SAG and "made a slide of
it", producing the first of these
two tunes - she is certainly right
about the similarity between the
polka (which Art 0'Keefe calls
Maurice Manley's, see CRE2 no. 117)
and this slide. The worn torn
Petticoat is said to be a variant of
the reel The old torn Petticoat
and is one of the most common slides
heard in Sliabh Luachra today.

10. Hornpipe: Johnny Cope (Julia)
This is referred to as a hornpipe
for convenience though if Julia's
performance is anything, to go by
it would have been more for listening
than dancing to. Julia is playing a
fiddle tuned down more than a tone
and on every occasion I have heard
her play the piece she has started
very slowly and gradually gathered
speed as she does here.
Johnny Cope was originally a Scots
reel which was later used as the
6. Air: Taimse i m'chodladh ( i s Na
tune for a Jacobite song and is
Duisigh M e ) ( j u l i a )
still a favourite marching-band
Julia plays Padraig's version here. The standby. This slowed-down six-part
title means "I am asleep and don't
arrangement, made up of imaginative
waken me" and in the words of the song, variations on the original, is
the singer requests not to be wakened
attributed to Padraig and I have
as he is dreaming in symbolic terms of
found no evidence to suggest
the liberation of Ireland from English
otherwise. I find the melody of the
domination. Various texts are available second part and the device of
in print e.g. S. a n d M . O'Baoill,
changing key for the f i f t h and
Ceolta Gael (1975) P-91» and it seems to sixth parts particularly striking.
be quite a common song, this being the
Of those we visited the only other
most common of the airs to which it is
local musician with a version was
sung.
Joe Conway who played the standard
march as a "quadrille polka" and
*
7. Slide: No Name (Julia)
also the last two parts of Padraig's
This delicate-sounding tune is still
version as a barn dance which he
played in Knocknagree though Johnny
named The Doon Roses. Several of
Leary's treatment is rather more beefy. Padraig's pupils had not heard of
The CCE in Dublin have a taped
it when we asked them, and in fact
performance of this by Denis which is
Julia may be the only one still
almost identical to Julia's here.
playing it regularly.
Seamus Ennis learned it from
8. Polkas: Julia Clifford's/Bill the
Padraig and Liam O'Flynn, formerly of
Waiver's (Julia)
the group planxty, now makes a
Both these came from Julia's father
great job of it on the pipes having
originally and the names were made up
picked it up via this route.
to go on the record. Denis used
Comhaltas stalwarts Ann sheehy and
habitually to play "Bill the Waiver's"
Nicky McAuliffe also have versions
after a different polka, recorded from
learned indirectly, and a transhim by Breadan Breathnach and printed
cript from Julia's playing was
in Ceol vol.2 no.4 p.100 as "A polka
printed in Treoir vol.7 no.3.
reel", and his version had quite a few
minor differences from Julia's, perhaps 11. Polka: John C l i f f o r d ' s / j i g :
under the influence of Johnny Leary. I
Behind the Bush in the Garden/
have not heard or heard of anyone other
Slide: Going for Hater
than Julia playing "Julia Clifford's"
These were recorded when John and
which seems to be quite a rarity now.
Julia played for a set at Dan
She displays some very delicate and
Cornell's during our visit in July
precise finger-work in this performance. 1976. John Clifford's is still
known as such by local musicians
9. Jlg:No Name (Julia)
who remember him playing it in the
I can say no more about this than that
old days. The other two are local
Julia says she got it from Padraig and
standards. All three tunes nave been
that it is "typical Lisheen".
somewhat edited for inclusion here.
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APPENDIX C: Other records featuring
Padraig O'Keefe, Denis Murphy & the Cliffords
THE BALLINAMORE CEILIDH BAND
C. Higgins, J. Forde, D, Murphy
Celtic CI 1047 (78 rpm recorded and
issued in New York c. 1948)
Farewell to Whiskey/The Dark Girl
dressed in Blue; Bag of Potatoes/
Rakish Paddy
I know nothing about Denis's fellow
musicians at this session; fiddle,
flute, piano and drums are audible.
The presence of the ever-popular
McKenna/Morrison polkas may indicate
some connection with Sliabh Luachra,
but Denis's playing can't be heard
distinctly and the band as a whole
does not remind one of Sliabh Luachra
ensembles, if only because of the
piano and drums. A further selection
recorded by the same band, probably
at the same time, appeared on Fiesta
FLPS1475 (an LP issued in US) Irish
Set Dance: Kerry by the "Frank Fallon
Orchestra". Most of the tracks are no
doubt by the Fallon band but one is
clearly the "Ballinamore Ceilidh
Band" with a lot of reverb added.
They play the j i g Lonigan 's Ball and
i t ' s possible that this and/or other
material had also previously been
issued by Celtic. (This nice detective
work is by Reg Hall.)
THE LARK IN THE MORNING

Tradition TLP 1004 (LP, recorded at
various "field" locations in Ireland
by Diane Hamilton, 1955)
Padraig 0 'Keefe: Jig; Denis Murphy:
Hornpipe and Hornpipe + 19 further
tracks by other performers
This was the first and only recording
of O ' K e e f e to be available until KF.
His "jig" is in fact the slide which
has become known as Denis Murphy's,but
Padraig's version is rather d i f f e r e n t
in its second part from that which
has become popular.
On side 1 track 8 Denis contributes
not a hornpipe bila reel, the name of
which I don't know - it is a great
performance in his best 1950s manner.
On side 2 track 9 the "hornpipe" is
in fact two hornpipes, Byrnes and
The Rights of Man both of which came
from Padraig (see KF) whose settings,
as usual, are closely followed though
at a quick pace and w i t h regular
bouncy rhythm.
This record is still available and
must have been a pioneer when it f i r s t
appeared.Recording quality and
documentation fall short of recent
standards, however.
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TRADITIONAL

MUSIC OF IRELAND Vol.

1:

The older Traditions of Connemara
and Clare
Folkways FW8781 (LP recorded at
various locations in Ireland by
Sam Charters, 1960. Denis Murphy
recorded at Ballyheigue, Co. Kerry,
Oct. 1960)
Denis Murphy;The Queen of 0'Donne 11
+ 9 tracks by other performers
This record and its companion volume
(see below)contain good music but the
accompanying notes are superficially
researched w i t h many authoritativesounding half-truths. Denis's
performance is strong and dramatic,
and follows closely Padraig's setting
of the lament as on KF. The mistake
over its t i t l e is covered in the KF
notes (above,p.24). Quite how Denis
found his way into the traditions of
Connemara and Clare remains a mystery.

and style, i t is I thinK the only
example of a tune vtiich both Denis
and Julia can be heard playing solo
on record; Julia's versi:r. is on
SAG. It really is ir.ter-=£:ir.g to
compare the two and see how the
pupils interpret their master's
original work.
DENIS MURPHY and SEAN de HORA
Gael-Linn CE11 (75 r;r recorded
?c. 1960, Dublin)
Denis Murphy:Cra Croi An Phiobaire/
Ril An Chinneidigh -s:r.z ;y de Hora
DENIS MURPHY and JOE :-:iA.v-T:
Gael-Linn CE4 (as above)
D
enls Murphy:Rogna Chiarrai/An
Coirneal Frazer/Ar. Bad 3aile
+ song by Heaney
More great reels from Denis!
PADDY IN THE SMOKE

TRADITIONAL MUSIC OF IRELAND Vol.

2;

Songs and Dances from Down, Kerry and
Clare
Folkways FW'8782 (recording data as
above)
Denis Murphy: O ' R e i l l y ' s Grave (slow
a i r ) ; The Mountain Road (reel) + 14
tracks by other performers
T

his performance of O'Rahilly's
Grave is strong and dynamic, again
closely following Padraig's setting

Topic 12T176 (LP recorded by Bill
Leader over a period in 1967 at
The Favourite, a prominent London
Irish music pub.)
Julia C l i f f o r d with Con Curtin and
Denis McMahon (fiddles): The Chorus
R
eel + 15 tracks by other performers
BELOW: D enis Murphy with Nealy
Vaughan, postmaster and whistleplayer of Ballydesmond, c. 1965

fl I

This is Cal Callaghan's The
celebrated Opera (see p.25 col.3) but
Julia can't be heard individually
against the other two and the performance' has more of Con C u r t i n ' s fast and
furious sound to it.
THE STAR ABOVE THE GARTER
Denis Murphy and Julia C l i f f o r d
Claddagh CC5 (LP recorded by Gene
Martin at Peter Hunt Studios, Dublin
71968.)
Jigs: Rathawaun (should be Rathduane)/
The Hare in the Corn; Hornpipes:
0'Mahony's/The Stack of Barley;+Reels:
The Morning Star/Rolling in the Ryegrass; Polkas: Farewell to Whiskey/
The Dark Girl (dressed in Blue); Jigs:
Tom Billy's; Slides: Dan 0 ' K e e f e ' s ;
++Air: O'Rahilly's Grave; Reels:
Seanbhean na gCartai/Tom Billy's;
Polkas: The Ballydesmond Polkas;+Air:
The Blackbird; Reels: The Lady on the
Island/Callaghan's;+Jigs: The Munster
Jig/Munster Buttermilk; Polkas: The
Knocknabower (ie Knocknaboul) Polkas;
Reels: Johnny when you die/Anything
for John-Joe ;++Air: An Raibh tu ag an
gCarraig; Jigs: Padraig 0 ' K e e f e ' s / T h e
Scartaglen Jig;+Hornpipe: The Fisherman's; Reels: The Galtee Rangers/The
Glentaun (Glauntane) Reel;+Air:Caoine
Ui Dhonaill; Slides: The Star above
the Garter/The Lisheen Slide

(words in brackets=corrections by me;
+ =solo by Denis,++ =solo by Julia)
Claddagh had a hard job persuading
Denis to make these recordings, but
the e f f o r t was well worth-while: this
LP will remain one of the all-time
classic records of traditional Irish
fiddle music, superficially it is
marred by an arty pseudo-primitive
picture on the sleeve which I know
puts a lot of people o f f , and by
poor pressing quality. The notes by
Sean Mac Reamoinn give outline
information, coloured by rather
fanciful references to the cultural
inheritance of Sliabh Luachra. The
music is however uniformly first
class, a magnificent achievement
resulting from a one-day session in
a studio.Overall there is a rather
mournful character to the tunes
which isn't so marked on KF which
emanated from more informal surroundings and perhaps more carefree times.
All the airs and hornpipes are taken
directly from Padraig's settings, and
the expected characteristics - playing
in octaves, strongly accented rhythm
etc. - are all here in abundance. All
the items included were old favourites
w i t h the performers and the record
is thus a very adequate memento of
a great partnership. As in real l i f e ,
Denis tends to dominate in the duets

ABOVE: The Star of Munster Trio with Lucy Farr (second from l e f t ) at the
Favourite, Holloway, c. 1965.

and Julia plays the "bass" wherever
i t is featured except in The Lisheen
Slide. Denis also gets a larger
share of the solos - the rather
rougher sound of his reels compared
with 50s tapes is evident - but
Julia's two airs are both well-executed in her restrained manner.
FLEADH CHEOIL Na hEIREANN, LIOS
TUATHAIL, 1970

Comhaltas C e o l t o i r i Eireann CL3
(LP recorded at the Listowel
Fleadh, 1970)
Denis Murphy, Johnny 0'Leary
(accordeon), M i c k Duggan ( f i d d l e ) :
A Kerry Slide (only a snatch);
Billy C l i f f o r d : Tom Billy's j i g ;
Reel: Sliabh Maol + c. 8 further
tracks with numerous other
performers.
Billy won the "senior flute" on
this occasion but these performances
are a bit lifeless.
DOLLY
Dolly MacMahon accompanied by Denis
Murphy, Paddy Moloney and Michael
Tubridy
Claddagh CC3 (LP recorded as CC5,
on ?date, issued 1972)
Denis as session musician. He plays
quite a prominent part in some •
songs and his contribution is a
arguably the best thing on this
otherwise rather indifferent record.
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